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If a country is to be corruption free and 
become a nation of beautiful minds, I 

strongly feel there are three key societal 
members who can make a difference. They 
are the father, the mother and the teacher 

** 
 

To succeed in your mission, you must have 
single-minded devotion to your goal 

** 

 
Without your involvement you can‟t succeed 

With your involvement you can‟t fail 
** 

All of us do not have equal talent. But, all of 
us have an equal opportunity to develop our 

talents 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

Message 

 

  



 

 

सत्यननष्ठा प्रनतऻा 
 

भेया विश्िास है कि हभाये देश िी आर्थिि, याजनीतिि िथा सभाजजि प्रगति 
भें भ्रष्टाचाय एि फडी फाधा है। भेया विश्िास है कि भ्रष्टाचाय िा उन्भूरन ियने िे लरए 
सबी सॊफॊर्धि ऩऺों जैसे सयिाय, नागरयिों िथा तनजी ऺेत्र िो एि साथ लभर िय िामि 
ियने िी आिश्मििा है। 

 

भेया भानना है कि प्रत्मेि नागरयि िो सििि  होना चाहहए िथा उसे सदैि 
ईभानदायी िथा सत्मतनष्ठा िे उच्चिभ भानिों िे प्रति िचनफध्द होना चाहहए िथा 
भ्रष्टाचाय िे विरूध्द सॊघर्ि भें साथ देना चाहहए। 
  

अि् भैं प्रतिऻा ियिा हूॉ कि्- 
 जीिन िे सबी ऺेत्रों भें ईभानदायी िथा िानून िे तनमभों िा ऩारन िरूॉ गा  ्
 ना िो रयश्िि रूॉगा औय ना ही रयश्िि दूॉगा  ्
 सबी िामि ईभानदायी िथा ऩायदशी यीति से िरूॉ गा  ्
 जनहहि भें िामि िरूॉ गा् 
 अऩने तनजी आचयण भें ईभानदायी हदखािय उदाहयण प्रस्िुि िरूॉ गा  ्
 भ्रष्टाचाय िी किसी फी घटना कि रयऩोटि उर्चि एजेन्सी िो दूॉगा। 

 
Integrity Pledge 

 

 I believe that corruption has been one of the major 

obstacles to economic, political and social progress of our country. 

I believe that all stakeholders such as Government, citizens and 

private sector need to work together to eradicate corruption. 

 

 I realize that every citizen should be vigilant and commit 

to highest standards of honesty and integrity at all times and 

support the fight against corruption. 

 

 I, therefore, pledge: 

 

 To follow probity and rule of law in all walks of life; 

 To neither take nor offer bribe; 

 To perform all tasks in an honest and transparent manner; 

 To act in public interest; 

 To lead by example exhibiting integrity in personal 

behaviour; 

 To report any incident of corruption to the appropriate 

agency. 
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CASE STUDIES 

 

Stores 

 

1. Procurement of materials on the basis of 

unauthenticated drawing 

 

During a complaint investigation, it has come to the 

notice that the brake cylinder for BTAP wagons is a 

RDSO item, same as fitted in BOXNHL Wagon. 

However, during course of investigation, it has been 

observed that local drawing for kit for brake cylinder 

for BTAP wagons has been prepared on the basis of 

instructions given by the concerned ADME. 

 

NS requisition with description having local drawing 

details duly suggesting local suppliers as likely source 

has also been approved by concerned Sr.DME. NS 

requisition was submitted to the Divisional Purchase 

Officer for procurement. 

 

During the course of procurement, Purchase Officer 

has splitted the ordered quantity between L-1 & L-2 at 

their offered rates without furnishing any justification.  

Moreover, there was no splitting clause incorporated 

in the tender terms and conditions.  

 

PO placed on L-1 tenderer for 20 nos. against 

tendered quantity of 90 nos. and on L-2 tenderer for 

70 nos. There was a difference of 7% between offered 

rates of L-1 & L-2 tenderers. 

 

2. Irregularity in procurement of materials through 

NS requisition 

 

(i) During investigation of PIDR complaints, it was 

observed that in no. of items, the accepted rate was 

much higher compared to the rate of other Railways.  

In some cases, rate was more than printed MRP.  The 

rate reasonableness was done only on the basis of 

requisition rate.  
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Requisitions were based on the budgetary quotation 

obtained from an unapproved source. The Purchase 

Officer did not refer the case to user department for 

technical suitability and rate reasonableness. The PO 

was placed at a rate many times more than the last 

purchase rate of other Zonal Railway.  

 

ii)  During a preventive check conducted in connection with 

procurement of materials through non stock requisition, 

the following irregularities have been observed:- 

 

a. NS requisition has been placed without proper 

justification and non stock certification. 

b. Guidelines contained in Railway Board‟s letter No. 

2003/RS(G)/777/4/Pt.I  dtd. 06.02.04 regarding 

handling of tender cases has not been adhered to. 

c. Tender accepted on one firm but LOA issued on another 

firm‟s name asking to deposit Security Deposit. PO 

processed on accepted firm‟s name with deposition of 

Security Deposit form them, without pre- intimation to 

the concerned firm in the form of LOA. 

d. PO released without any finance vetting and payment 

also made after supply of materials without vetted PO. 

 

3. Irregularity in disposal of scrap 
 

 One PIDR complaint forwarded by Railway Board has 
been taken up for investigation.  During 
investigation, the following irregularities have been 

observed:- 
 

i) Auction Conducting Officer has cancelled the lots on 

administrative ground beyond his powers. 

ii) Some lots were cancelled on administrative ground and 

EMD was adjusted in BSV of other lots.  

iii) Lots were cancelled on administrative ground even 

though mistakes were committed by the purchasers. 

iv) SRO was issued even though the firm failed to deposit 

balance sale value within original/extended time limit 

as prescribed in the terms and conditions of sales 

through e-auction. 
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v) In some lots, Reserve Price has been fixed lower than 

the last highest rejected Bids by ignoring the same. 

 

Traffic 

 

1. Irregularity in leased SLR 

 

i) A preventive check was conducted at a Parcel office. 

During check, it was noticed through the available 

manifests in the parcel office that the leased parcel was 

operated on Sunday.  

ii) Further, the concerned contract agreement and LOA 

was examined and found that the  leased traffic was 

awarded for six days in a week except Sunday. 

iii) An investigation was taken up in detail by vigilance and 

various related documents were seized for scrutiny and 

analysis to find out any revenue loss incurred to the 

Railway.   

iv) The lease was awarded from 08.06.16 for second 

compartment Front SLR and from 24.06.16 for rear SLR  

of the train.  

v) After detailed investigation and the statement of the 

concerned officials, it was concluded that the 

irregularities in parcel office occurred with malafide 

intention. The lease was operated in  train on various 

Leave days and also on Sunday without collecting the 

lease freight but MR details were endorsed as 

manipulation in the manifest which was issued for other 

purposes at this station. 

  

The investigation was only taken up for the lease  operation of 

the train for the current contract in operation and the loss 

incurred to Railway was about nine lakhs.  

 

2. Irregularity in raising of wharfage charges 

 

i) A surprise check was conducted at a Goods Shed on 

06.06.18 by Vigilance branch/SECR. During surprise 

check in presence of CS, the team found that  no 

inventory was taken in the inventory register in 

connection with inward goods being dealt at this Goods 

Shed. 
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ii) Even the records of rake lying in Goods shed were not 

available in T-39 register at that time. 

iii) The team further checked the documents and Vigilance 

made necessary endorsement in the registers produced 

at the time of check. As per record produced, there was 

no inventory record since March‟18 till 06.06.18.  

iv) Further, it was also observed that the inward 

commodity lying at Goods shed was in abudance, and 

assumed to be of two rakes, where as one rake was 

unloaded on the day of vigilance check i.e. 06.06.18 at 

Goods shed. 

v) Initially, CS stated that the commodity was lying of one 

rake only. But, Vigilance team further examined the 

quantity of the commodity lying in Goods Shed. 

Thereafter CS could not clarify on the issues raised. 

vi) Further CS was called for recording the statement on 

the issue, with relevant records on 13.06.2018.  

vii) CS during his statement revealed that a total of 15 

inward loaded rakes have been dealt at Goods Shed 

under wharfage, since March‟18 till date of check. He 

submitted records prepared after 06.06.18 referring the 

rakes involved since March‟18. However, the register 

concerned to inventory details from the month of 

March‟18 was blank and no wharfage charges was 

raised or shown as outstanding on the date of vigilance 

check. 

viii) CS confirmed that all such charges have been raised 

only after the aforesaid Vigilance check. 

ix) Further, in order to clarify it more, the concerned CCI 

working in the office of Sr DCM, was called on 20.06.18 

in Vigilance office. The CCI had confirmed that the 

matter of outstanding wharfage charges from March‟18 

to May‟18 has been brought into notice of the division 

on 20.06.18,i.e. after vigilance check. 

x) The Freight section staff of the Sr DCM office also 

revealed that outstanding list sent from CS of that 

station, prior to 20.06.18 was showing NIL outstanding. 

He further produced the relevant records in support of 

his statement.  

xi) It also came to notice, that the CCI of the concerned 

section, has submitted his inspection report revealing 

the improper record mantainance by the concerned 
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supervisor but he himself did not pay any attention for 

the compliance of the irregularities raised by him. 

   

It was found further that, the wharfage charges raised since 

March‟18 up to 06.06.2018 on 15 different inward rakes is to 

the tune of Rs1,57,113/-.Had vigilance check would not been 

done, the amount of Rs1,57,113/- might have been lost by 

railway in the form of wharfage charges.  

 

3. Irregularity in Parking Stand 

   

i) A preventive check was conducted by Vigilance at Two 

wheeler parking stand of the two stations in a Division. 

Various documents like Sundry cash register, copy of 

LOA and agreement was asked but was not available at 

the station. Proper details of License fee payment was 

also not provided. 

ii) Two days later, vigilance approached to Sr DCM office 

to connect the payment records and the copy  of LOA. 

The payment period from 2011 to 2018 was taken 

under investigation. As proper detail was not available 

in the office. Thereafter, Sr DCM formed a committee to 

connect the outstanding license fee which remained 

unidentified and unpaid for the period. The team 

comprised of CI, TIA and CSM/CS of the station.  

iii) Lapses were identified where Licence fee was not paid 

for the periods during 2013 and thus about 5 lakhs 

have been realised for one station and 1.67 Lakhs for 

second station.  In addition, the liquidation charges 

since 2009 onwards have not been accrued and 

realized that got cumulated due to frequent delayed 

payment. 

iv) It was the vigilance effort that highlighted the issue , 

where the dealers working in the office led to the 

revenue losses by keeping improper records and not 

raising the outstanding bills of license fee and the 

related LD charges.   

 

4. Load adjustment at a station yard 
 

i) During a Preventive check by vigilance, it was observed 

that load adjustment of overloaded coal rakes of 

originating  loading sidings were being done at the 
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station yard ahead instead of in the concerned  siding 

itself.  

ii) However, adjustment were done without following the 

necessary procedures. Here, the quantum of adjusted 

load cannot be confirmed as the weighbridges are 

available at sidings and not at adjustment point. 

iii) In this case, the Load adjustment shown completed on 

the basis of  assumptions. Rake got permitted with the 

speed restriction of  50 KMPH. 

iv) The accrual, accountal and realization of  applicable 

charges pertain to  loading point. Hence, the 

adjustment  itself at siding is comparatively safe, 

simple  and  accurate realization of applicable charges.  

 

Accounts 
 

1. Irregularity in staff payment 
 

A preventive check was conducted in connection with 

irregularities in payment of Composite Transfer Grant.  

It was detected that payment towards CTG has  been 

made as per 7th CPC instead of 6th CPC to both  

serving as well as retired officials.  
 

Recovery of Rs. 23 lakhs approx. has been effected. 

 

2. Non recovery of NPS 
 

During preventive checks conducted in connection with 

memorandum of difference pertaining to staff payment, 

it is found that regular NPS recovery is not being done 

from the salary bill of some of the staff even though 

they have completed more than one year of their 

service.  Some over payments were also detected.  A 

system improvement has been suggested to avoid such 

discrepancies. 

Personnel 
 

1. Irregularity on the part of Evaluator 
 

During vigilance investigation in connection with a 

departmental selection examination, it is noticed that 

the evaluator has reviewed his own evaluated marks 

even after final tabulation of marks.   
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Due to review, some candidates got qualified in the 

written examination and also got place in the final 

panel. The evaluator was supplied with extant 

instructions regarding evaluation, but he ignored the 

instructions supplied to him.   
 

2. Improper maintenance of attendance and duty 

booking register 
 

As per CPO/SECR‟s letter No. P-HQ/RUL/125/3/2662 

dtd. 20.12.11, all Gr.C & Gr.D staff should sign the 

attendance register and the practice of recording 

attendance by calling the names of the employees 

through Muster Sheet should be discontinued w.e.f. 

01.01.2012.   
 

However, during a vigilance check in one of the field 

units, it has been noticed that the entire attendance 

sheets were marked with „P‟  against the staff present, 

instead of getting their signature.   
 

Further, staff duty booking register was not being 

maintained properly, giving scope for manipulation of 

records and claiming false TA.   
 

Staff were booked regularly for outstation duty and 

letters were issued for issue of special duty pass, but 

no record  of such requisition were being maintained.  
 

3. Discrepancy in selection 
 

As per the notification and extant instructions, trade 

test should be done for senior most willing candidates 

according to vacancy.  However, during a vigilance 

investigation, it was observed that the trade test of all 

the willing candidates were taken and the result of 

candidate(s) as per merit, ignoring the seniority were 

sent and published.   
 

4. Discrepancies in conducting on-line exams by RRB 
 

 A preventive check was undertaken in connection with 

online examinations conducted by RRB/BSP towards 

the post of ALPs and Technicians 1st stage exams 
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(CBT). The following discrepancies have been 

observed:- 

 

i) The identity proof of the candidates is not digitally 

verified at examination centre. 

ii) Biometric thumb impression and face capture taken at 

lab is not digitally verified with thumb impression and 

photograph uploaded in online application. 

iii) The uploaded and pasted photo in e-call letter of a 

candidate was also not matching with the person 

appeared in the examination hall.  

 

The case has been forwarded to PCPO with the following 

recommendations:- 

 

a. It should be ensured that biometric thumb 

impression and face capture at lab is digitally 

verified with thumb impression and photograph 

uploaded in online application.  Only after biometric 

verification, the candidates should be allowed to 

access the node as per Point-4 of Proforma-5. 

b. Till the implementation of digital verification, the 

image of ID card produced by the candidate at the 

examination centre may also be taken and stored. 

c. To conduct a detailed inquiry regarding genuineness 

of the candidate appeared in examination, “whose 

uploaded and pasted photograph in e-call letter was 

not matching”. 

 

Engineering 

 

1. Acceptance of oversized ballast 

 

The contractor had supplied 489.48 cum of ballast in 

12 stacks and measurement was recorded in the MB. 

ADEN had conducted 100% test check. As per ADEN‟s 

letters, there was tendency of oversize ballast in 

supplied stacks. 

 

As per the test conducted by the division, the average 

retention of ballast of two stacks on 40 mm size sieve 

was 49.54% & 58.39% respectively. However, during 
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joint check conducted by Vigilance, the average 

retention was found to be 63.26% and 63.74% 

respectively. 

 

As per contract, both the above ballast stacks should  

have been paid @ 95% of the accepted rate for 

average retention of ballast on 40 mm size sieve being 

between 60% to 65%.  However, in this case full 

payment had been made without deducting 5%. 

 

2. Calling unfruitful negotiation in mechanized 

cleaning tender 

 

Tender for mechanized cleaning for a period of two 

years was called in two packet system. Out of seven 

offers, offers of three tenderers were found technically 

suitable. Offer of L-1 tenderer was 5.40% above DEC. 

Negotiation with L-1 tenderer was conducted, but the 

tenderer refused to reduce the rates. 

 

TC discussed with the offer again and Convener & 3rd 

member opined that the originl offer of L-1 tenderer 

should be accepted as cleanliness has become core 

issue and contractors have been given more liabilities 

like compliance of provisions of Manual Scavengers 

Act, Municipal Solid Waste Act, penalties for non-

functioning of machines, payment of labours through 

bank account etc. as compared to old/existing 

contracts.  It was also opined that discharging of 

tender would badly affect the cleanliness at the 

station. However, Finance Member opined that the 

offered rate of L-1 was on higher side. The majority 

recommendation of TC members was accepted by the 

TAA. 

 

CVC observed that this is not a healthy practice to 

start negotiations that do not yield any results. Proper 

home work should have been done by the TC & TAA 

before going for negotiation.  The negotiations should 

be done with proper benchmarking and reserve price 

in exceptional cases. The simple facts which were 
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learnt by the TC & TAA after negotiations with the 

tenderer, should have been considered beforehand. 

 

Electrical 

 

1. Irregularity in tender 

 

During a complaint investigation regarding awarding of 

contracts by Electrical department without ensuring 

completion of work of engineering portion, the following 

irregularities have been observed:- 

 

i) Electrical department has awarded 9 contracts in 

connection with 3rd line and 4th line work, out of 

which no work has been executed by Engineering 

department in 4 contracts.  In two contracts, about 

7% work has been executed by Engineering 

department.  Only in 3 contracts, earth work is in 

progress. 

ii) Tenders have been floated by Electrical department 

without ensuring physical progress of the work of 

engineering portion, received the materials and 

payment made to the contractor, thereby blocking 

railway revenue.  

iii) In one of the tenders, the tenderer had quoted rates 

40% below the DEC against Schedule-G & H,  but 

the TC recommended  that the rates quoted by the 

tenderer should not be taken as LAR in future 

tenders. 

iv) Against single work, more than one tender were 

floated and it clearly appears that there is a splitting 

in tender cases in the tendering system. 
 
 

 
 

 
  

Integrity without knowledge 

is weak and useless, 

Knowledge without integrity 

is dangerous and dreadful 
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SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS  

 

1. Levying of way leave charges 

 

It was observed that CSPDCL (Govt. of CG 

undertaken) has taken permission from Railway for 

crossing of 33 KV electric lines below track after 

depositing required departmental charges to the 

Railway.  Permission was granted by Sr.DEE/G.  Work 

of cable crossing through pipe pushing was done by 

RVNL and private contractor without intimating to 

Railway supervisors.  Pipe pushing for crossing of 

electric cable was done from outside to outside of 

Railway boundary below Railway track.  Way leave 

charge of Rs. 14,820/- was calculated by Engineering 

department and communicated to CSPDCL after the 

formal permission was granted by Sr.DEE/G and 

execution of work.  However, CSPDCL has neither 

deposited way leave charge nor signed way leave 

agreement. 

 

To avoid such a situation in future, it was suggested 

that instead of dealing way leave case separately by 

Engineering department in case of electric cable 

crossing, it should be dealt through Sr.DEE/G who is 

the nodal officer for such type of work.  Sanctioned 

way leave charges and draft agreement should be 

handed over to Sr.DEE/G and formal permission for 

crossing of cable should only be communicated by 

Sr.DEE/G after deposition of way leave charges and 

signing of way leave agreement by the party in 

addition to other formalities. 

 

2. Wrong projection of cadre details against LDCE 

quota 

  

During an investigation, it is noticed that while 

initiating note for a request transfer from one cadre to 

another, the concerned dealer of one of the divisions 

put up cadre position separately, indicating the folio 

number wherein it was reflected that one vacancy was 
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available against LDCE quota whereas excess posting 

was done against direct recruitment quota. 
 

However, he mentioned different position of cadre in 

his noting mentioning that vacancy was available 

against direct recruitment quota.  The higher officials 

forwarded the proposal relying the fact mentioned by 

the dealer without verifying the actual cadre position 

reflected at the folio referred by the dealer. 
 

Thus, the transfer was ordered against direct 

recruitment and the employee joined the transferred 

post contrary to the fact that the vacancy against 

direct recruitment quota was not available and such 

transfer are permissible on bottom seniority only 

against direct recruitment quota vacancy. 
 

Therefore, in order to avoid recurrence of such 

incidents in future, it was suggested that instructions 

should be issued to all concerned advising that while 

initiating noting, the concerned dealer, in addition to 

referring the folio, should also mention all relevant 

facts in the noting and the officer who forwards the 

proposal first, should mention in his note that he has 

verified the relevant records referred by the dealer. 
 

3. Realization of tower wagon charges 
 

During a vigilance investigation, it was found that the 

Railway officials had given tower wagon/tower car to 

the contractor for electrification work before collecting 

the tower wagon/tower car charges.  These charges 

were collected after some time, as the division had not 

sent any letter regarding collection of tower wagon 

charges and number of days for which tower wagon 

was utilized by the contractor.  To avoid such 

incidences in future, the following suggestions were 

made:- 
 

a. Tower wagon/tower car charges should be reviewed at 

HQ level every year. 

b. If contractor/firm request to the Railway for tower 

wagon/tower car for electrification work, division & 

construction organization should give letter to him, 

indicating the details of per day charges of tower 
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wagon, along with manpower working with tower 

wagon and average fuel consumption etc. 

c. Division/Construction organization should collect the 

tower wagon/tower car charges from the 

contractor/firm before utilization of tower 

wagon/tower car.  Division should inform the 

respective tower wagon/tower car in-charge after 

collection of charges from the contractor including 

days of utilization of the same by the contractor. 

d. Tower wagon in-charge should give the tower 

wagon/tower car to the contractor on receipt of the 

above mentioned letter from the divisions.  After 

utilization of tower wagon/tower car, he should inform 

to the division mentioning actual days of tower 

wagon/tower car along with other details such as 

utilized manpower & fuel consumption etc. utilized by 

the contractor. 

 

4. Improper maintenance of duty booking register 

 

During an investigation, it was observed in a field unit 

that many staff were booked for outstation duty on 

day to day basis.  However, the staff booking registers 

were  kept blank sometimes for a period of more than 

one month.  Since staff booking register is an 

important document to cross check the travelling 

allowance and contingent claimed by the staff, the 

following suggestions were made:- 

 

i) The staff booking register should be countersigned 

by the in-charge of the unit on regular basis. 

ii) Since most of the units are equipped with the 

computers, a system improvement is suggested 

for computerized duty booking system at unit level 

and issuing of a system generated memo with real 

time data to the staff booked for outstation duty. 

iii) Unit in-charge should send daily position of 

booking of staff indicting the place of booking and 

nature of duty/work assigned to staff through e-

mail to their superior officers for proper monitoring 

of manpower utilization. 
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5. Implementation of Hospital Management 

Information System (HMIS) 

 

The present system of referring a patient to the tie-up 

hospital through a non-standard form/letter and 

maintaining many registers is cumbersome and the 

present system needs to be improved.  Hence the 

following system improvements have been 

suggested:- 

i. Hospital Management Information System (HMIS) 

module may be incorporated in the IPAS programme 

and required personal data of the employees accessed 

by PF No. for referral cases. 

ii. Standard Referral letter may be automatically printed 

through HMIS programme and database for referring 

the patients to the concerned tie-up hospitals with 

whom the valid agreement exists may be maintained 

from the date of admission in the hospital to the 

discharge from the hospital. 

iii. Bills received from the hospital after 

discharge/completion of diagnose may be passed 

through IPAS system with the rates indicated in the 

agreement. 

iv. Details of agreement with tie-up hospitals may be 

incorporated in the IPAS module. 

v. In the IPAS programme for various management 

information reports related to referral cases may be 

incorporated so that the pending cases, bill passed 

details, patient-wise details of referral cases, no. of 

patients referred in a year/month-wise related to the 

agreement etc. may be drawn out from these 

programme. 

vi. The above system improvement has also been 

endorsed by Railway Board  
 

6. Procurement of materials 
 

 During a preventive check conducted in one of the 

Stores depot, it has been observed that 

guidelines/instructions issued by COS/SECR vide letter 

No. S/Gen/Purchase Policy/05/17/Spl dtd. 18.4.2017 

are not being followed seriously. 
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In view of the above, the following system 

improvements are suggested in addition to the 

guidelines contained in COS/SECR‟s above letter, 

towards strengthening the system of procurement of 

materials at division/depot level:- 
 

(A) Estimation based on budgetary rate/LPR etc:- 
 

(i) The estimated rate always should be realistic. 
 

(ii) The consignee while raising a non stock demand 

should mention last purchase particulars wherever 

available [PO No., rates & taxes, PO quantity 

along with firm‟s name & status of supply (as an 

added advantage)]. 
 

(iii) If LP particulars are not available/old or the item 

is being procured as a fresh/first time, then 

estimated rate to be decided by obtaining at least 

two budgetary quotations from market/genuine 

sources. 

(iv) The budgetary rate should always be supported 

with Price List of the concerned item, if available 

from the OEM. 

(v) The description and specification of required 

material should be critically examined and as far 

as practicable, the same should be matched with 

the LP order/budgetary quotation/price list of OEM 

etc.  
 

(B) Procurement of Restricted items /Branded items. 
 

(i) While processing tender with restricted 

sources/brands/OEMs etc. the OEMs‟ name should 

be considered invariably in tender schedule. 

(reiterated from COS‟s L/No:- S/Gen/Purchase 

Policy/17/Spl Dt. 18.04.2017)   

(ii) Authorised dealers/distributors of specific 

source/brands may quote with tender specific 

authorisation from OEMs only. 
 

(C) Processing LT with short due date. 
 

(i) Always tenderers should be given appropriate time 

gap to participate in a tender, at least 10 days for 
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floating LT. (reiterated from COS‟s L/No:- 

S/Gen/Purchase Policy/17/Spl Dt. 18.04.2017)   

 

(ii) In case of urgency/immediate requirement 

affecting train services/system particularly in 

sheds/divisions, due date can be shortened with 

the approval of higher authorities not below the 

rank of a JAG officer. 

 

(D) Genuineness of Authorisation certificate. 

 

Authenticity/genuineness of dealership/distributor 

certificate needs to be verified as far as practicable & 

invariably when there is a doubt/anticipated fraud etc. 

 

7. Appointment of Railway representative in 

Arbitration cases 
 

As per DGM(G)/SECR‟s letter dtd. 29.8.11/06.9.11, 

while communicating GM‟s approval for appointment 

of Arbitrators, it was mentioned that the Railway 

administration will be presented by DRM/S&T/ 

SECR/NGP or his representative. However, during 

investigation, it was observed that two arbitration 

cases were represented by Sr. Scale Officer without 

any nomination. It was also observed that in a 

contract case, final payment was released after a 

lapse of about 5 ½ years because the contractor did 

not turn up for final measurement, despite issuing 

reminders. 
 

As per GCC clause 45, if the contractor is not turning 

up for final measurement, then ex-parte measurement 

should be recorded and payment of bill will be 

transferred to his account.  In view of the above, it 

was suggested that :- 

 

i) Proper nomination by the competent authority 

should be made for representing the case from 

Railway‟s side in arbitration cases. 

ii) Clause 45 of GCC should be reiterated to all 

concerned. 
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8. Working out departmental estimated cost (NIT 

value) for calling of tender 
 

 During investigation of a vigilance case of a division 

related to award of ballast contract, it has come to 

notice that Departmental Estimate Cost (DEC) or NIT 

value of tender was arrived on the basis of accepted 

rate of ongoing contract of same ballast depot without 

updating it.  After opening of the tender, rate was 

justified on the basis of updated rate of same LAR.  

DEC should have been arrived on the basis of updated 

rate of LAR. 
 

 Board‟s letter No. 2013/CE-I/CT/O/12/ZT dtd. 07.6.13 

stipulates that :- 
 

 Estimated cost should be worked out on the basis of 

average of a number of Last Accepted Rates on the 

division/Railway, duly catering for any special features 

of the work, e.g. site conditions, type of work, 

weather conditions, completion period, law & order, 

availability of labour and materials etc.  Enhancement 

of estimated rates should be based on Building Cost 

Index/RBI Indices for the period elapsed between the 

preparation of estimate and the date when Last 

Accepted Rates were received. 
 

It is DEC value which decides the cost of tender form, 

EMD, applicability of eligibility criteria, tender 

approving authority etc.  Artificial suppression of DEC 

value sometimes eliminates application of eligibility 

criteria and also invites complaints of awarding tender 

at high rates. 
 

It was, therefore, suggested to ensure implementation 

of above Railway Board‟s guidelines. 

 

9. Upkeep and record of Measurement Books by 

field units 
 

 During a preventive check conducted in a unit of 

SSE/Works, it is observed that :- 
 

i) MB movement register is not being maintained 

properly by SSE/Works and ADEN‟s office.  Position of 
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5 MBs could not be located from MB movement 

register. 

ii) A total number of 110 MBs were issued in favour of 

one SSE/Works.  Old and closed MBs were not being 

returned to division regularly. 

iii) SSE/Works are being allowed to retain several MBs by 

the ADEN for recording measurements even after 

relinquishing of charge, which is highly irregular and 

create scope for manipulation in measurements of 

quantity and items. 
 

In terms of Railway Board‟s letter No. 2013/CE-

I/CT/O/25/VOC dtd. 26.8.13, all field officers will ensure 

that all the current MBs are brought back to divisional/ 

Dy.CE/Con‟s  office on 30th April every year.  In the 

divisional/Dy.CE/Con‟s office, MBs which are no longer in 

use, shall be retained and other MBs shall be re-issued. 
 

In view of the above, it was requested to issue suitable 

instructions to all field units to strictly adhere to the 

Railway Board‟s above guidelines and stop allowing the 

field supervisors to retain MBs and record measurements 

after relinquishing the charge of that section. 
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DOs & Don‟ts 

 

Personnel (Selection process) 

 

A. Assessment of Vacancies and issue of notification for 

selection:-  

 

DOs 

 Ensure that calendar of selections is properly maintained, 

notified and selections conducted accordingly. 

 Conduct selections at regular intervals to eliminate 

indefinite continuance of adhoc arrangements. 

 Existing and anticipated vacancies for next 15 months 

should be taken into account including all the vacancies 

existing and reported by Construction Organization, 

Railway Electrification and other projects. 

 Proper roster points for SC/ST candidates should be 

mentioned in the vacancy position and should be vetted 

by the Nodal In-charge Officer. 

 Vacancies so assessed for selection should be approved 

by competent authority. 

 Clearly indicate the reservation of post/s for UR/SC/ST 

candidates in the notification for selection. 

 Eligibility criteria and other relevant conditions for the 

selection should be properly worded and mentioned in 

the notification.  

 Last date of receipt of applications/options from eligible 

candidates should be indicated/highlighted in the 

notification.  

 Syllabus of the Selection should invariably be 

incorporated in the notice. 

 Wide publicity of the notification should be given to all 

concerned and adequate intermediate time should be 

given between issue of notice and date of written 

examination. 

 Ensure that no candidate should be considered for 

selection without fulfilling requisite eligibility criteria as 

per notification. 

 Pre-promotional training of stipulated duration for SC/ST 

candidates should be ensured. 

 

Don‟ts 
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 The number of vacancies once notified should not be 

altered in any case. 

 Do not de-reserve posts notified for reserved community 

in any case. 

 

B. Constitution of Selection Committee:-   

 

DOs 

 The Selection Board should consist of at least three 

officers of equivalent rank. However, officer of one rank 

below from Personnel Branch can also be considered for 

the selection held for departments other than Personnel 

Branch. 

 One of the members of the Selection Board should be 

belong to SC/ST community. 

 In case no SC/ST officers are available in the 

department for which the selection is held- SC/ST 

officer from other department can be nominated. 

 Nomination of officer belong to SC/ST community is 

mandatory not only when the vacancies are reserved 

for these communities but also where  candidates of 

these communities are in the zone of consideration for 

filling up of unreserved vacancies. 

 Committee should clearly indicate; who will set the 

question papers, who will evaluate the same and who 

will act as Chairman of the Committee. However, all the 

members bear the equal responsibility in the selection 

process. 

 An officer of the department for which the selection is 

conducted should be nominated as Question Setting 

Officer.  

 Nominated officers should be intimated their role as 

member of the committee with necessary guidelines 

immediately and confidentially. Acknowledge the 

intimation in written.   

 Nominated officers should go through the current rules 

and regulations particularly for the selection in concern 

and be conversant with the same. 

 Selection Committee should be constituted by the 

competent authority as per the guidelines laid down in 

para: 217, 218 and 219 of IREM. 
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 Maintain absolute secrecy in nominating the Selection 

Committee. 

 

Don‟ts 

 Officer borne in Agreed list should not be nominated as 

member in the selection committee. 

 Officer nominated as Member of the Board (not 

available on the date of w/exam & viva-voce due to 

leave, transfer) should not be substituted temporarily 

by any other equivalent officer without the approval of 

competent authority.  

 Don‟t change the selection committee except on 

unavoidable circumstances only. 

 Don‟t delay the selection process unnecessarily 

between written test and publication of panel. 

 Don‟t nominate officer as member of the Selection 

Committee whose wards/relatives are appearing for the 

selection.  

 Members of the board should not be prejudiced while 

performing their duties due to pressure/influences of 

any kind. 

 Don‟t forget to sign with date on each and every page 

of the selection proceedings. 

 

C. Setting of Question Papers. 

 

DOs 

 Question papers should be in bi-lingual i.e both in Hindi 

and English. 

 Name, date and time allowed of the Examination and 

maximum marks allotted should be indicated on the 

Top of the question paper followed by instructions if 

any. 

 Number of pages in the question paper should be 

indicated. 

 The question paper should contain the marks allotted to 

each question. 

 The marks if any specified for neatness and 

presentation should be indicated clearly. 

 At least 10% of the maximum marks should be from 

official language policy and rule. 
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 The objective type questions should be 50% (in the 

rage of 45% to 55%) for w/examination to the posts 

classified as „Selection‟. 

 Objective type questions will include only Multiple 

Choice questions and numbering of indicative answers 

to these questions and replies to such answers by the 

candidates should invariably be given in Capital Letters 

only. (For Gr-B Selections only) 

 In case of sub sections in the questions, individual 

marks allotted to each sub-section should be indicated 

or should be indicated that all of them carry equal 

marks. 

 Absolute secrecy should be maintained in the printing 

of question papers. 

 In case of handwritten questions, it should be clear and 

unambiguous. 

 Question papers in required numbers should be sealed 

and handed over on the day of examination only. 

 The Model Answer Key for the objective type questions 

should invariably be made available to the Evaluating 

officer after completion of w/examination in separate 

sealed cover. 

 Ensure that answer key is correct in all respect.  

 Before handing over the of answer sheet in sealed 

cover to the evaluator, ensure that proper coding is 

done and top slips are removed and kept separately in 

sealed cover along with coding sheet. 

 

Don‟ts 

 

 Questions should not be asked out of the syllabus as 

mentioned in the notice. 

 Setting of question paper should not be entrusted to 

unauthorized persons. 

 Questions of main examination should not be repeated 

in the supplementary examination or in the 

examination of subsequent dates. 

 Answering questions on official language should not be 

mandatory but adequate options/choices may be given. 
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D. Evaluation of Answer sheets:- 

 

DOs 

 

 Answer sheets handed over to the Evaluating Officer 

should be in sealed cover clearly scribed with name of 

examination and number of answer sheet. 

 Be sure before starting evaluation that Answer Key for 

objective questions is available with you and are 

correct according to the questions.  

 Tally the number of answer sheets as mentioned on the 

top of the sealed cover with that of actual contain 

inside the cover. 

 Confirm that all the answer sheets are coded with 

dummy numbers. 

 In case of doubt in Answer Key- immediately consult 

with the question setting officer. 

 All out effort should be made to award correct marks in 

first instant itself so that erasing/ over-writing/cutting 

in marks can be avoided. 

 Answer sheets should be evaluated in indelible ink and 

in no case a lead pencil be used. 

 Proper and uniform marks should be awarded 

particularly for narrative type answers and marks so 

awarded should not be more than the prescribed marks 

in any case and no grace marks should be awarded in 

individual cases. 

 Marks awarded to answers should be tabled individually 

in the statement of mark of the answer sheet. 

 Ensure correct totalling of marks and sign in 

appropriate space of tabular statement. 

 Once again verify each and every answer sheets, pages 

and totalling of marks and in case of any minor 

correction should invariably be attested. 

 Count the evaluated answer sheets and return to 

Personnel Branch in sealed cover only. Unevaluated 

answer sheets if any due to reasons thereof should be 

spelled out in the forwarding note.  
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Don‟ts 

 

 Don‟t evaluate the answer sheet in which candidate has 

written his name, put his signature or mark any kind of 

symbol in it.  

 Don‟t evaluate answers on objective type questions 

which have corrections (erasing, over-writing, cutting 

etc.) by the candidate. 

 Don‟t evaluate the answer sheets without dummy code 

number. 

 Don‟t use lead pencil in marking. 

 Don‟t write anything like correct answer, remarks and 

even making mathematical calculations in the answer 

sheets. 

 Avoid alteration of marks once awarded by over-writing 

or erasure. 

 Don‟t increase the marks once awarded particularly in 

descriptive type answers in any case.  

 Don‟t awarded marks at your own mind for objective 

type answers but should be as per the Answer Key. 

 Don‟t round off decimal marks if any awarded. 

 Don‟t award marks on answers to the questions in 

excess of the required number. 

 Don‟t resort to awarding of any grace marks to 

individual candidates. 

 

E. In other stages of Selection:- 

 

DOs 

 

 Evaluated Answer Sheets should be de-coded with 

utmost secrecy. 

 Ensure that the de-coding is according to the exact 

dummy number. Not to miss match with another. 

 Ensure that dummy numbers are correctly matched 

with names/roll numbers of the relevant candidates. 

 Due care should be taken while extracting marks from 

answer sheets to the Evaluation Chart (Summary of 

Marks). 

 Written Result should be declared at an early possible 

time to avoid unnecessary queries. 
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 Ensure that viva-voce if any should be conducted as 

early as possible. However, alert notice to all concerned 

should be issued immediately in this regard. 

 Ensure that there should be a single evaluation sheet 

for viva-voce test and should invariably be signed by all 

the members of the Board with date. 

 Ensure that corrections if any in the Evaluation sheet 

should also be attested by all members of the Board. 

 Ensure that each page of the Selection Proceedings 

should be signed by all the members of the board. 

 Ensure that there are no erasing and over-writing in 

awarding of marks in selection proceedings. 

 Wherever the marks awarded require to be changed, 

the original marks should be scored out and fresh 

marks should be awarded. 

 Any shortcomings made by selection committee should 

be brought to the notice of competent authority 

immediately and without fail. 

 Result of written examination should be declared and 

widely circulated. 

 

Don‟ts 

 

 Don‟t publish the result and panel in piece-meal but 

should be in complete and final. 

 Don‟t round off the decimal marks awarded in the 

Evaluation Chart. 

 Don‟t forget to put date on the signature in the 

selection proceedings. 

 Don‟t delay in finalizing the selection process. 

 

This is only an attempt to highlight the most possible lapses 

often noticed during the selection process. In case of any 

doubts, the provisions in IREM and relevant circulars issued by 

Board should be referred to for clarification and proper 

appreciation.  
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Traffic 

(A)  General  

 

DOs  

 Maintain high ethical standards and honesty 

 Maintain accountability and transparency 

 Maintain political neutrality 

 Refrain from doing anything which is or may be 

contrary to any law, rules, regulations and                 

established practices.  

 Ensure the timely departmental permission for gaining 

movable/immovable property. 

 

Don‟ts 

 

 Do not place self under any financial or other 

obligations to any individual or organization which may 

influence you in the performance of your official duties. 

 Do not misuse position as railway servant and not take 

decisions in order to derive financial or material 

benefits for self, family or friends.  

 

(B)  Ticket checking 

 

DOs 

 

 Train TTE should immediately be available in their 

assigned coaches from the originating station and 

check the boarding of the passengers. 

 Irregular passengers, if any, to be regularized without 

delay. 

 While signing on and signing off the duty at the concern 

stations, the TTE should himself/herself fill the requisite 

details properly in the Appearance Register. 

 Extend co-operation with other checking authorities. 

 Check properly the valid ID of travelling passengers. 

 Concession vouchers and Privilege Passes must be 

checked properly to ensure its genuineness.  

 Shall take care of cleanliness of their coaches and 

passenger amenities. 

 

Don‟ts 
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 Do not fail to declare private cash in appearance 

register and in the EFT book while signing on duty. 

 Do not write the name and signature in between two 

names in the appearance register. 

 Do not declare the inflated private cash.  

 Do not avoid the complains raised by passengers for its 

redressal. 

 

 (C)  Booking & PRS  

 

DOs 

 Be cautious during cash transaction at ticket counter to 

avoid excess/shortfall in govt. cash.  

 NI register and Special cancellation register should be 

properly maintained. 

 While dealing with concession vouchers, read its details 

carefully regarding its validity and other specified 

criteria.  

 Remittance of govt cash after completion of duty must 

be done with proper denomination. 

 Staff working at ticket counter should work with their 

own ID only.  

 Non-Issued / Cancelled/ Special cancelled Tickets 

should be kept in envelop properly along with its 

system generated statement. 

 

Don‟ts 

     

 Do not permit unauthorized person inside the working 

premises of UTS & PRS. 

 Do not make reservation without ensuring physical 

availability of privilege passes and without requisite 

endorsement.  

 Don‟t issue mismatch ticket. 

  

(D)  Parcel 
 

DOs 
 

 Properly maintain the records related to loading and 

unloading. 

 While granting delivery of the inward consignment 

ensure re-weighment to realise undercharges, if any. 
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 Ensure to issue Gate pass for delivery and lifting away 

of the inward consignment. 

 In case of outward leased parcel, ensure 20% 

mandatory weighment as per FM Circular in vogue. 

 Ensure to seal the Leased SLR/VPU after being 

padlocked by Lease holder. 

 

Don‟ts 
 

 Do not adopt short cut methods in recording the details 

of loading/unloading of consignments. 

 Do not allow the manifest without ensuring the 

realization of its Lease freight. 

 Do not allow the booking of consignment without its 

weighment and freight collection. 

    

(E)  Catering & Vending 
 

DOs 
      

 Keep all the documents viz copy of agreement, ID card, 

medical card attendance register, travelling authority 

intact and the same should be readily produced during 

checks. 

 Menu card should be available with vendors and to be 

produced on demand.  

 Ensure the cleanliness of the catering unit  

 Security and Commercial staff should prohibit illegal/ 

unauthorized vending. 

Don‟ts 
 

 Do not refuse to issue bills to the passengers. 

 Do not sell the food items above the MRP/ Rate list. 

 Do not sell non-approved food items.  

  

If you have integrity,  

nothing else matters. 

  If you don‟t have integrity,  

     nothing else matters. 
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(F)  Goods 
 

DOs 
 

 Proper inventory of unloaded Goods must be ensured. 

 Properly record the time of placement and release of 

rakes. 

 Ensure proper Handing over/ Taking over charges by 

staff in shifts at goods Shed. 

 In case of RR generated without payment confirmation, 

the same should be confirmed at both originating and 

destination station before delivery with necessary 

remarks in the delivery register. 

 Ensure timely generation of Railway Receipt after 

completion of loading and realization of               

applicable freights.  
 

Don‟ts 
 

 Do not ignore to take the inventory of goods while 

dealing the wharfage charges. 

 Do not adjust freight on subsequent rake without the 

approval of competent authority.  

 Don‟t fail to realise wharfage and demurrage charges 

timely at the Goods shed. 

 Do not fail to realise undercharges , if any, for the 

loaded rake dispatched with senders Weight and 

weighment taken after RR generation. 
 

(G)  Parking 
 

DOs 
 

 Ensure timely payment of license fee. In case of late 

payment, Liquidation charges, if any, also to be realized. 

 Rate list should be properly displayed at parking place and 

receipt to be issued in accordance.  
 

Don‟ts 
 

 Do not fail to take proper accountal of license fee paid 

under head of sundry earning in the balance sheet of the 

concerned unit. 

 Do not excess charge the customers.  
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Accounts 

 

A. Cash Imprest 

DOs: 

 Check that the items procured are for the purpose 

which imprest has been sanctioned. 

 Ensure that amount is debited to correct allocation code 

so that expenditure is reflected under proper head, 

sub-head. 

 Check the expenditure is within the prescribed limit per 

item per day. 

 Correctness of entries in the Imprest account is 

checked with reference to supporting vouchers. 

 Check arithmetical accuracy and totalling. 

 Imprest has not been utilized to liquidate such claims 

which should ordinarily be pre-checked. 

 Supporting vouchers are genuine and full legal 

Acquaintance for the payment made. 

 Assuring that the cash Imprest bill is submitted in the 

standard proforma. 

 Ensuring that the bill has been signed by the signing 

authority and Cash Imprest Holder/Dealer. 

 Assuring that the imprest holder has countersigned all 

vouchers. 

 Assuring that no purchases/expenses other than those 

arising out of emergent situations or unforeseen 

circumstances are being made out of imprest. i.e. 

regular purchases are not being made. 

 Assuring that the imprest holder mentions details of 

previous recoupment and current purchases/expenses 

and does not exceed the prescribed imprest limits. 

 Proper maintenance of the Stock Register/DMTR for the 

items purchased from Cash Imprest  

 Para1050 to Para1055 of Indian Railway Finance Code-I 

is being followed scrupulously.  

 Railway Board letter No. F(X)II-2009/Misc/7/Imprest 

dated 23.12.2009 is followed in each respect. 
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 Use of SBI Card for disbursement of imprest  to the 

imprest holders as circulated vide RBA No.46/2012 

dated 12.12.2012 

Don‟ts: - 

 Don‟t  allow purchases  of stock item being made from 

imprest. 
 Don‟t allow purchase of tendered items. 

B. Salary Bills 

DOs 

 Ensure  that bill is in the prescribed form and signed by 

the Drawing Officer whose specimen signature should 

be available in the A/Cs. office. 

 The following documents are invariably attached with 

the bill:- 

i) Memorandum of differences. 

ii) Cadre statements showing details of sanctioned 

cadre and men on roll. 

iii) Absentees statement. 

iv) Increment statements (Gazetted Officers). 

v) Vouchers of TA, OT, NDA and other allowances. 

vi) Statement showing the recoveries of various 

advances like  scooter advance, Computer 

advance, HBA etc. 

vii) PF recoveries statement. 

viii) Rent rolls statement. 

ix) Electrical energy charges statement. 

x) Diet charges and recovery statement. 

xi) Statement showing recoveries towards Stores 

and Debit and Station Debit. 

xii) Deduction statement for-(i) Subscription for 

Railway institutes (ii) Amounts due to Railway 

co-operative societies. 

xiii) Recovery Statement of CGEGIS 

xiv) Recovery Statement of Income Tax / 

Professional Tax. 

xv) Allocation Statement. 
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xvi) Statement showing the details of cost 

recoverable from siding owner or state govt. / 

local bodies towards staff posted on siding / 

level crossing. 

xvii) Due drawn card duly verified by Accounts 

invariably attached when arrears is claimed / 

drawn. 

xviii) Certificate must be forthcoming for all 

adjustments required in respect of pay, 

allowances, deductions etc on account of 

assumed attendance adopted for the 

immediately preceding wage period have been 

carried out in this bill based on the actual for the 

same period and no items have been left over 

unadjusted. 

 The No. of posts in each category charged in the bills 

are checked with the sanctioned strength of the Pay Bill 

Units as noted in the scale check register. 

 In the case of employees whose name appears for the 

first time in the establishment bill but is not a case of 

first appointment, audited LPC is checked. 

 It is checked that the pay roll of each unit contain a 

statement showing sanctioned strength and the actual 

strength of the unit. 

 A statement (MOD) showing the reasons of the 

variation between gross salary charged in the bill and 

the reasons for variations are explained is attached 

with the bill. 

 In case of promotions / demotions / pay fixations / 

removal / dismissals / suspension / increment and any 

new claim, it is seen that the sanction of competent 

authority has been obtained. 

 The amount of all allowances like DA, Transport All, 

HRA, etc. charged in the bill has been checked with 

reference to the rate prescribed from time to time. 

 Other Miscellaneous payments like Washing allowance, 

Honorarium are paid only to eligible staff having 

fulfilled the condition for drawal of such allowance and 

sanction of competent authority is there for making 

such payments. 
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 Any additional payments to employees like special pay, 

personal pay, family planning allowance, travelling 

allowance are also included after proper check and 

sanction by Competent authority. 

 Manual corrections in computerised pay sheets should 

be strictly prohibited. Over payment of amount below 

Rs.1000/- should be recovered from next months pay 

sheet. 
 In case of leave following aspects are checked :- 

a. Sanction to the leave, its extent and nature. 

b. Admissibility and correctness of leave salary . 

c. Report of the date of return to duty. 

d. In case of employees who were on leave for more than 

30 days, it is ensured that no transport allowance is 

paid to them. Some other aspects for non-payment of 

Transport Allowance is ensured as per RBE No. 

203/2003 dated 24.11.2003. 

e. Employees who have gone on deputation, their FSC 

charges have been received and properly accounted 

for. 

f. It is seen that no arrears have been included in the pay 

sheet without the same being verified by means of due 

& drawn statements. 

g. Expenditure is correctly classified in allocation 

statement. 

h. Proper recovery is made for assumed attendance. 

C. Check on various recoveries 

 Allotment of PRAN Number and Recovery of NPS is 

ensured for the staff recruited after 01/01/2004. 

Recovery of NPS in case of new recruits must be 

ensured from the next month of his joining service, in 

terms of RBA No. 05/2004 dated 19.02.2004 

 While checking recoveries towards PF/VPF it is seen 

that PF A/C. No. are allotted to all the employees 

covered under the bill and no recovery of PF/VPF is 

made without allotting the PF A/C. No. PF Nos. should 

not be repeated in any offices/units concerned. 

 Regular recovery towards rent, electric charges etc. 

have been made in respect of employees who have 
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been allotted Railway Quarters and in such cases no 

HRA is drawn. 

 For correct & complete recovery of electric charges if a 

bill has not been received in respect of any employee 

occupying Railway Quarters, the final bill has been 

called for from electrical department and recovery 

made provisionally subject to final adjustment on 

receipt of correct bill from electrical department. 

 The disbursement statements or summary for 

deduction made for amounts payable to other parties 

like Institutes, Credit Society etc. has been checked 

with the grand total. 

 Recovery of GIS as per prescribed rates has been made 

from all the employees. 

 Recovery of Diet charges is as per statement attached 

with the bill. 

 Recovery of Stores debit and Station debit is passed on 

to the concerned accounting unit. 

D. Check on TA bills: - 
 

DOs 

 The bill is in the prescribed form and is signed by the 

Controlling Officer. 

 The arrival/departure has been verified with the railway 

timetable. 

 In case of late arrival of trains necessary certificate 

from the station has been enclosed. 

 The rate charged in the bill are correct with reference 

to the pay drawn by the employee. 

 If the TA claimed is for more than 15 days, it should be 

countersigned by the DRM/CWM in field and  PHODs in 

HQ as per F.C/Railway Board‟s D.O. letter No.2015-B-

235 dated 21.04.2016. 

 In the case of attendance in a court as a witness, the 

TA bill is supported by certificate from the court. 

 Training certificate is attached and where messing and 

boarding are provided 20% TA is claimed. 

 The arithmetical accuracy of the bill is checked. 

 Contingent charged does not exceed one day‟s daily 

allowance. 
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 Any advance of TA granted has been fully recovered 

from the TA bill. 

 The correctness of pay shown in the journal has been 

checked with the bills. 

 Condonation of delay by controlling officer is available,  

if TA is claimed late i.e. after 60 days of duty /tour 

performed.  

 If period of TA claimed exceeds for more than 30 days 

in a stretch (whether it is in two months also), 

Transport Allowance should not be allowed in such 

cases as per RBA 203/2003 dated 24.11.2003. 

 The signature of officer and controlling officer is 

available and the TA bill is in prescribed standard form. 

 Total in bill claimed is correct with period of duty/tour. 

 Consolidated TA is sanctioned by HOD of department. 

 Tour programme is approved. 

F. Pension/ Settlement 

On receipt of any settlement case in the Accounts Office 

the following points are ensured for speedy disposal of 

the cases. 

a. Service Sheet & Leave Account: 

DOs 

 The service sheet is complete in all respects and 

attested by Competent Authority. 

 Date of Birth is written both in figures and words. 

 Entry in the service sheet regarding regularization of 

causal labour service is made duly quoting the 

authority. 

 Entries regarding increments, promotions, pay fixation, 

suspension and its regularization, punishments of the 

nature like postponement of increment indicating 

cumulative/ non-qualifying cumulative, reasons for 

additional increments/ advance increments/ special 

pay/ personal pay, etc. are entered duly quoting the 

authority and duly attested by Gazetted Officer. 
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 Un-expired portion of punishment, if any, have been 

got modified by the competent authority. 

 Past entries have been certified by Accounts 

 Entries regarding participation in any strike and the 

treatment of the period, authority for condonation of 

break in service, if any, are made with attestation by 

competent authority. 

 Reasons for cessation of service with date and 

authority. 

 In death cases, entry regarding Eligibility/non eligibility 

for Workmen‟s Compensation under Workmen‟s 

Compensation Act in death cases 

 Competent Authority‟s attestation for changes made in 

leave account. 

b. Pension papers 

DOs 

 All the required forms of the pension booklet are 

correctly and completely filled in as per the 

instructions. 

 The photographs/ joint photograph is attested by 

Gazetted Officer. 

 The Pension Disbursing Agency is authorized by the 

Board. 

 The account number is furnished. 

 In case of death, nomination/succession legal heir 

certificate is enclosed. 

 Affidavit and indemnity bonds are enclosed wherever 

necessary specifically in Ex-gratia payment cases and 

family pension cases of Missing employees/pensioners 

who‟s whereabouts are not known. 

 The dates of birth of the children are furnished in the 

prescribed form duly indicating their status i.e. married 

/unmarried /student /employed/ divorced/ mentally or 

physically challenged. 

 Signatures of the pension sanctioning authority are to 

be obtained wherever necessary on the booklet for 

superannuation / Voluntary Retirement/ compulsory/ 

medically unfit cases of family pension. 
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 Date when commutation becomes absolute in cases of 

Voluntary retirement. 

 The application for commutation of pension is filled in 

all respects completely, duly indicating the percentage 

proposed to commute. 

 Necessary certificate towards DAR/Vig. Clearances are 

furnished. 

 Necessary information regarding occupation of Railway 
accommodation is available. 

c. Calculation sheets and other documents: 

DOs 

 The Average emoluments/Last emoluments and 

qualifying service are worked out correctly duly 

furnishing details of non-qualifying service statement, if 

any, in detail. 

 Ensure Qualifying service 10 years for Pension and 1 

year for Family pension. 

 Retirement gratuity/death gratuity, pensions, 

commutation, family pension are calculated correctly 

and signed by Gazetted officer. 

 In case of Commutation after medical examination, 

necessary certificate from the appropriate medical 

authority is available. 

 Statement showing the history of service duly signed 

by Gazetted officer is enclosed. 

 In death cases, wages drawn beyond the date of death 

during assumed attendance period is worked out and 

proposed for recovery. 

 Statement of death gratuity distribution, amongst 

dependents, is enclosed as per nomination duly signed. 

 Enhanced Family Pension is sanctioned only in cases 

where the employee has rendered not less than 7 years 

of qualifying service. 

 In death cases, death certificate is enclosed and a 

specific mention made whether funeral advance was 

paid or not, duly indicating the amount, if paid. 

 In case of family pension in favour of mentally 

retarded/physically crippled child, the necessary 

certificate from a Railway doctor, not below the rank of 
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DMO stating that the said person has no earning 

capacity, is enclosed alongwith guardianship certificate 

from Court of Law for drawing pension. 

 Family pension wherever payable to 

parents/widows/divorced daughter necessary criteria of 

dependency and income are required to be fulfilled with 

respect to the documentary evidences. 

 Joint A/C. No. in the case of mentally 

retarded/physically crippled and the guardian to be 

submitted along with the joint photograph duly attested 

by a Gazetted officer. 

 A copy of memorandum relating to Vol. Retirement duly 

indicating the date of his application is enclosed. 

 In case of compulsory retirement a copy of the order of 

Disciplinary Authority imposing the penalty is enclosed. 

 In case of removal/dismissal of Railway employee, 

wherever Compassionate Allowance is payable, the 

sanction of the appropriate authority should be 

obtained. 

 In the case of missing employees, a copy of first 

information report and the final report from Police 
department is enclosed. 

d. Post check of pension paid vouchers: - 

DOs 

 Debit Scrolls pertain to Home Railway (Debitable to 

Home Railway) only. 

 Debit Scrolls have been prepared correctly in a 

standard format and includes all the relevant data 

relating to pension payment. 

 Debit Scrolls have been prepared Branch wise and 

signed by the Pension Disbursing Agencies authorities. 

 Necessary deductions of Income Tax etc have been 

furnished. 

 Wherever Fixed Medical allowances are payable, the 

same have been clearly mentioned in scrolls. 

 No duplicate claims (debit Scrolls) have been submitted 

by Pension Disbursing Agencies for the same month 

separately. 

 Vouchers are signed by the authority. 
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e. Transfer of pension payment orders: - 

DOs 

 Ensure that Complete set of Pension papers are 

received from Disbursing agency. 

 Last Paid Certificate has been furnished by the Pension 

Disbursing Agencies along with the original pension 

papers. 

 Attested Photographs, Specimen Signature/Thumb 

Impression, etc are available with the Pension Payment 

Order. 

 Pensioner‟s application for transfer of his pension 

account from one Pension Disbursing Agency to another 

is also available. 

 Nomination form of Family Pension is also available. 

 The new Pension Disbursing Agency is authorized for 
disbursement of Railway Pension. 

f. Release of deposit (P) (in case of any amount is 

kept unpaid): - 

DOs 

 Amount is available as Credit Balance in Suspense 

Register (Deposit-P). 

 Release Memo from Pension Sanctioning Authority is 

available. 

 Necessary „No Objection Certificate‟ from associated 

Accounts Unit. 

 Railway dues have been correctly assessed and advised 

along with proper head of Allocations. 

Wherever the Deposit amount is payable to the family of 

deceased Railway servant, necessary sanction/nomination is 
available to that effect. 

 

 

The Honest have a value, 
The corrupt have a price 
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g. Special attention:- 

PPO issuing authority should check that – 

(i) Aadhar Number is already seeded in the Biodata of 

employee, so that e-PPO can be issued. 

(ii) An endorsement is made on PPO for non-eligibility of 

drawing of DA on pension, if  re-employed / or 

permanent absorption after end of deputation period to 
other central govt. organization, PSUs.etc 

SIGNALLING & TELECOM 

DOs: 

 Get approval of competent authority before asking the 

contractor to do any additional work not covered in the 

contract.  

 While preparing schedule of work, define the scope of work 

accurately and in detail and avoid all ambiguity.  

 Methodology for return of excess of material / scrap should 

be specified in detail. 

 In the contract, the point of handing over / taking over the 

material or extent of transport of material should be 

specified clearly. 

 Ensure correct nature of soil before payment for cable 

laying work. 

 Ensure proper depths to be mentioned in the MB for cable 

laying work. 
 

 While recording Measurement Book follow the Engineering 

Codes 1315 and 1322.  No measurements should be copied 

from any papers other than M-book. 

 Maintain field Book consisting of details of daily progress 

recording particulars with reference to works in progress 

location wise. 

 Maintain site order book consisting of instruction issued to 

the Executive sub-ordinate and contractor. 

 Ensure before accepting the materials as per Approved List 

and as per specification. 

 Actual measurement should be recorded in the M.Book.  

Random check / sample checks should not be done. 
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 Supply portion in schedule by contractor should be taken 

into DMTR account with proper invoice bills and test 

reports. 

 Issues of materials to contractor representative for 

execution should be done duly after receipt of requisition 

on firm‟s requisition and after submission of INDEMNITY 

bond. 

 Always insist for qualified Technical supervisor as per 

agreement conditions at the time of commencement of 

work otherwise communicate immediately to the officer 

concerned and record the same in M-book certification to 

enable recovery. 

 DMTR transactions must be closed on every day and initial 

the DMTR once in a week and send the statement to the 

Divisional Headquarters every month. 

 Insist for warranty certificate as per terms of rate contract 

while passing bills for RC items. 

 Verify inspection certificate as per contract requirements. 

 Ensure proper accountal and disposal of released material. 

 Verify the DMTR before passing inspection certificate. 

 Ensure relay frames and termination racks are of proper 

dimensions. 

 Ensure proper termination of cables and soldering & 

bunching of wires. 

 Ensure earthing and Location Boxes as per drawings. 

 Ensure meggering of cables and it‟s recording of readings. 

 Cable markers should be provided with proper concreting. 

 Maintain separate account of uncharged and charged cells. 

 In the event of change of supervisor, ensure proper 

transfer of work at site. 

 On completion of work site order book and field book 

should be handed over to office. 

 Verify the Serial Nos. of Equipments, whether it is 

matching with RITES / RDSO Inspection Certificates or not. 

 Verify the Holograms/ Specimen symbols on equipments 

especially for RITES / RDSO Inspection. 

 Ensure proper specified cables while installing S&T 

equipments like IPS, Data loggers, Electronic inter-locking 

etc. 

 Items in the Pre-commissioned check list can be checked 

thoroughly in field before signing in the Joint Report. 

 Ensure proper installation of LC Gates as per drawings. 
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Don‟ts: 

 Don‟t Record measurements without carrying out the work. 

 Don‟t Counter sign on the Measurement Book. 

 Don‟t accept materials supply without proper inspection. 

 Don‟t operate labour portion without ensuring site 

requirements. 

 Don‟t change RDSO/RITES inspection certificate to 

consignee inspection without approval of Accepting 

Authority. 

 Don‟t accept the material without original bills and 

invoices. 

 Don‟t Install charged batteries without retentivity test. 

 Don‟t deviate the location without approval of sanctioning 

authority of the work. 

 GI pipes and similar pipes must be tested before accepting 

by its specified thickness or specified weight / meter only, 

but not based on paint mark. 

 Don‟t accept the materials after the delivery period of 

Purchase Order. 

 Don‟t execute the contract work without currency 

extension. 
 

ELECTRICAL  

DOs 

 The actual length of left over contact wire and a catenary 

wire should be measured after completion of each shot and 

the ends of wire must be properly sealed. 

 Reconcile the Qty. of OHE conductor at regular interval & 

take the scrap in custody from contractor. 

 Ensure that the installation register for electrical fittings 

provided in Quarters / Service buildings are maintained 

upto date. 

 Ensure proper size of equipment / wiring / cables according 

to the sanctioned load. 

 Joint inventory is to be carried out for the material to be 

released, before commencement of the work.  

 While recording measurements, details of Railway 

accountal for the material in case of supply portion and 

location of the work executed in case of provision must be 

mentioned in M-book. 
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 While execution of works, follow the standard drawings & 

specification like RDSO/IS. 

 Electrical installations and wiring should be done as per 

Indian Electricity rules. 

 For major installations power calculations should be done 

for selection of MCBs. 

 Insist for qualified technical supervisor for execution of 

works as per contract conditions  

 Refer the specifications & drawings thoroughly along with 

latest amendments as mentioned in the agreement.  

 Perform the departmental stock verification without fail as 

per para 10824 of ACTM. 

 Ensure that defective energy meters are replaced on 

priority. The meters should be properly sealed. 

 Electrical contractor license validity to be ensured during 

execution of the work. 

Don‟ts 

 Do not modify the LT / HT overhead lines without 

competent authority‟s approval / sanction. 
 

 Do not accept the material of other make, which are not 

included in the work order / contractor. 

 Do not miss to note the proper chainage / kilometers in MB 

for cable laying work. 

 Do not issue excess quantity of railway material / 

equipments to the contractor. 

 Do not accept the left over material, which is defective, 

from the contractor after completion of work. 

 Do not mention such „Makes‟ of Elec. Items in works 

contracts, which are not equivalent cost wise or quality 

wise. 

 Do not include in works contracts, normally those elec. 

Items, which are available on D.G.S&D Rate contract, 

without competent authority‟s approval. 

 Do not record the measurements for such works, which are 

incomplete / defective. 

 Do not extend the temporary power supply to outsiders / 

contractors without proper authority. 

 Do not accept the materials more than the scheduled 

quantity without obtaining approval from competent 

authority. 
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 Do not prepare the estimate for releasing electric 

connection to contractor/private parties without actual 

survey at site. 

 Do not indent electric items, which do not confirm to IS 

specification or bear ISI marks. 

 Consignee should not take materials in to account without 

delivery Challan,  inspection certificate and all other 

documents as mentioned in contract agreement. 
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DO YOU KNOW ALL ABOUT HOW TO DEAL WITH WORKS 

TENDER? 

- Shri R.K. Singh, 

Dy.CVO(E) 

 

Just after coming in Sr. Scale, normally officers start 

dealing with works tenders without any past experience. 

Due to inexperience, some mistakes occur and officers get 

involved in vigilance cases. Although there may be 

hundreds of rules, it is not hard and fast to define all things 

dealing with works tender. That is why; more than two or 

three officers are involved in dealing with tenders to apply 

their mind independently to arrive at a conclusion in overall 

interest of the organization. Some of the following points 

may be useful for dealing with works tenders. 

 

1. Sanction of works. 

 

 Work is absolutely required and not superficial. 

Sufficient and valid justifications exist for sanction of 

work. 

 Work for Replacement should be sanctioned only after 

original work has completed its life or is in beyond 

economical repair condition. Premature replacement 

should be avoided. 

 For material procurement, material should be 

absolutely required. No same material should be 

available at other location in same zonal Railway in 

surplus or material has become out of use.  

 

2. Sanction of Estimate. 

 

 No work included in an abstract estimate should be 

commenced till a detailed Estimate for the same is 

prepared and sanctioned and adequate funds are 

allotted by the competent authority. 

 The site of work must be visited by field officials for 

collecting site details before preparation of estimates. 

 Estimated cost of work should be realistic based on 

approved plans and drawings, proper specification of 
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materials, LARs/ Market rate analysis considering 

manpower, material and machinery requirement.  

 In labour intensive works, requirement of manpower 

should be given due consideration instead of unit cost. 

 

3. Calling of Tender. 

 

 The tenders should be invited only after the sanction of 

detailed estimate.  In cases of urgency, open tenders 

may be called, before sanction of detailed estimates, 

with the approval of DRM/PHOD/CHODs. However, 

letter of acceptance shall be issued only after the 

sanction of detailed estimate.  

 Splitting of large work and issuing separate tenders for 

piecemeal work to keep the value at a particular level 

so as to fall within the powers of a particular executive 

or to award to a particular class/group of contractors 

should be avoided. 

 Correct justification of work in brief should be 

mentioned in tender proposal. Assumptions should be 

avoided. Completion period of work should be 

reasonable. 

 Departmental Estimated Cost of Tender should be 

worked out on the basis of average of a number of Last 

Accepted Rates on the Division/ Railway duly catering 

for any special features of the work, e.g. site 

conditions, type of work, weather conditions, 

completion period, law & order, availability of labour 

and materials etc. Tender cost decides cost of tender 

document, value of EMD, applicability of PVC and 

eligibility criteria. A realistic tender cost always avoids 

allegation of awarding contract at high rate. 

 Definition of similar nature work should be well defined 

and unambiguous by the PHOD. Etc word should be 

avoided. Eligibility criteria should not to discriminate/ in 

favour of a particular firm. 

 Tender conditions should be well defined and there 

should be no ambiguity or conditions contradicting to 

each other.  Tender conditions should not be drafted 

suiting to a particular contractor or discriminate any 

particular firm. It should be ensured that special 
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conditions do not give scope for acceptance of higher 

rates or misinterpretation.  

 One copy of the booklet containing tender documents 

duly approved by the competent authority should be 

kept on the tender file, each page duly signed with date 

by the officer authorized and folio numbered. 

 Sufficient notice should be given for the sub-mission of 

tenders, which in the case of large works should not be 

less than 21 days. The prescribed notice period may be 

reduced from 21 days in the exceptional circumstances 

in consultation with the Principal Finance Adviser.  The 

date of publishing of tender on Railways e- 

procurement portal (IREPS) shall be treated as date of 

publication of tender notice for the purpose of 

calculation of sufficient notice period. 

 

4. Tender proceedings. 

 

 Contracts for works should not be awarded unless soil 

tests, site investigation have been completed, all plans, 

drawings and estimates duly approved/sanction by 

competent authority and that there is no hitch in 

handing over the site to the contractor. 

 Before proceeding on tender committee deliberation, 

T.C. should go through the comparative statement, 

Briefing Note and Tender Papers carefully. The aspects 

such as physical and financial capacity, technical 

competence of tenderers should be examined carefully 

and recorded in detail by the Tender Committee. 

 The financial capacity, capability and past performance 

of the tenderer/contractor should be investigated/ 

examined in detail by the Tender Committee before 

recommending him/her for awarding a contract duly 

considering the existing work load with the tenderer(s). 

 No work should be entrusted for execution to a 

contractor whose capabilities and financial status have 

not been investigated before hand and found 

satisfactory. 

 Under all circumstances all tenders should be finalized 

within their original validity period. Reasons for delay in 

finalization of tender beyond original validity period (if 

any) should be recorded by the Tender Committee for 
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consideration of Accepting Authority. Extension of the 

validity period should be asked for well in advance, only 

when it is considered that for inescapable reasons, the 

contract cannot be finalized. 

 Member of Tender Committee should not be accepting 

authority of the same Tender. The case has to be put 

up to the next higher authority for acceptance. In case 

of single tender, Tender Committee and accepting 

authority should be one step higher than in case of 

open tenders.   

 Eligibility of agencies should be checked on the basis of 

documents submitted by the tenderer along with tender 

document and not by generating documents in office of 

working contractors. 

 Although nothing is defined regarding post tender 

correspondence, there should be no any harm in 

getting clarified any doubt/deficiency from the 

tenderers, particularly with L-1, within a reasonable 

period in interest of tender. 

 It should be recorded in TCM in detail how tenderer is 

fulfilling or not fulfilling eligibility criteria of the tender.  

 For similar nature work completed, it should be 

recorded in detail that how completed work is of similar 

nature or otherwise. Date of completion, final value of 

completed work, organization to whom work executed, 

certificate issuing and verifying authority etc. should be 

mentioned in TCM in detail and not just referring folio 

number.  

 Tender Committee should give reasons in greater 

details while rejecting the lowest tenderer. Check the 

documents 100 times on basis of which lowest tenderer 

/ tenderers are being by passed. 

 For financial capacity of work, audited balance sheet 

issued by CA should only be considered and not mere 

statement of CA. It is better to get “Private Individuals” 

defined by the HQ before hand in case of considering 

value of amount received against private firms. 

 TC should go only with tender conditions. It is always 

better to go with rules rather than spirit of rules. 

 It is the responsibility of the Tender Committee to 

scrutinize carefully the tendered rates to ensure that 
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the rates quoted for individual items are realistic and 

are not unreasonable in respect of any item of work. 

 Assessing the reasonability of rates should be gone in 

to detail by the Tender Committee. When making a 

comparison, instead of last accepted rate; the average 

of last accepted rates for similar types of work under 

similar conditions and geographical proximity should be 

worked out. Where only one case of accepted rates is 

available, analyzed rates based on market survey 

should be derived for ascertaining the reasonability of 

rates. It is not desirable to compare rates with selective 

single latest accepted rate of higher value and ignoring 

lower value one. 

 Clear reasons are to be recorded by the TC for 

recommending higher rates than accepted in the same 

area, a short while earlier, for the same nature of work 

considering lowest rate for similar work in particular or 

contagious areas, working conditions, availability and 

prices of materials, labour and time lag between LAR 

and present. 

 It is not practicable or desirable to lay down hard and 

fast limits for determining reasonability of rates. The 

tender committee is expected to review the prevailing 

rates for similar works in the same area and take all 

other relevant consideration into account before 

concluding that the lowest rates are high. From the 

experience they should ordinarily be in a position to 

judge whether the lowest tender should be 

recommended for acceptance or rates could be brought 

down by negotiations. 

 The tender committee should ensure that real fair 

competition exists in response to the tender notice 

before they recommend acceptance of one of the 

tenders and it should be ensured that no undue 

advantage accrues to a group of persons/firms 

controlled by the same management, should they alone 

be in the field of competition in response to open 

tender. 

 Negotiations in exceptional circumstances after 

recording valid & logical reasons with L-1. L1 should be 

defined as the lowest, valid, eligible and technically 

acceptable tenderer who would have been otherwise 
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considered for award of contract, directly, if rates were 

not unreasonably high. Unreasonable high rate and less 

chance of getting better advantage through retendering 

or unreasonable conditions quoted by the tenderer may 

be one of the exceptional circumstances for calling 

negotiation. 

 In case of failure of negotiation, TC to record 

satisfactory explanation. In case of failure or token 

reduction during negotiation, it is more risky to justify 

the negotiated rate. It only delays award of work. It is 

always better to make some extra effort to justify 

marginal higher rate rather than to opt for negotiation. 

 If L-1 backs out, there should be retendering in a 

transparent and fair manner. 

 Late tenders/delayed tenders/post tender offers should 

be totally rejected. 

 TC should meet and deliberate on the date fixed to be 

recorded in TCP. No notes or comments are to be made 

on files. After discussion, arrive at recommendation, 

minutes to be drafted by convener at the earliest, 

thereafter sent to the other members for signature. TC 

members should not refer the case to any other official 

for scrutiny/comments.  

 TC recommendation along with rate sheets prepared for 

comparing rate with LARs is to be signed on each page 

by all TC members. 

 Definite recommendation with full facts and reasons. 

Each recommendation, i.e. restricting rate for using as 

LAR, restricting variation of any schedule or item etc. 

should be supported with adequate reasons. 

 Factors cited for higher rates/ very low rate, must be 

explained adequately including urgency.  

 TC recommendations should be unanimous. In case of 

disagreement, the views of individual members to be 

recorded only in the TC minutes. Even where a 

separate note becomes necessary, it should be only 

after full discussion and this fact should be indicated 

thereon. It is the responsibility of the convener to 

ensure that note appended is seen by the other 

members before putting up to the TAA. 

 Never hide favourable/unfavourable information. 
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 It is collective responsibility of the TC to give a definite 

recommendation with full facts and reasons bringing 

out all the known facts, background and valid 

apprehensions, which have formed the basis for its 

recommendations. It must also clearly specify the 

authority competent to consider recommendations of 

the TC.  

 

5. Acceptance of Tender. 

 

 TAA is finally and ultimately responsible for the 

acceptance, although the TC is also responsible for its 

recommendations. 

 The first step is to examine all the basic facts about the 

tender, whether the recommendations of TC is 

unanimous or otherwise. Even in case of unanimous 

recommendations, all the aspects about reasonableness 

of rate must be examined. Any deficiency noticed may 

be referred back to the same TC. 

 TAA cannot function as a rubber stamp and must apply 

his/her mind independently and such application should 

be visible. The acceptance or otherwise must be 

recorded on the body of TC proceedings itself. In case 

of non-unanimous recommendations, if TAA wants to 

accept either single or majority recommendation, he 

should record detailed reasons for doing so. 

 TC recommendations should normally be accepted but 

in case TAA rejects/modifies the same, clear cut 

detailed grounds and reasons should be given for the 

same. It is not correct to obtain additional details from 

a third person but if such details are considered 

necessary, TC should be asked to obtain them and put 

up to TAA after proper examination of the same by TC 

members. 

 TAA should take the decision in a reasonable period of 

time. Unavoidable delays should be explained. 

 Tender accepting authority should take final decision on 

the Tender Committee‟s recommendations after 

considering the viewpoints of all members of the 

committee. The accepting authority should record his 

reasons in writing for not accepting the 

recommendations of any Member. 
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 Tender Accepting Authority (TAA) is also responsible for 

the acceptance of the Tender Committee‟s 

recommendation. However, when he disagrees with TC, 

he alone shall be responsible for the 

irregularities/lapses. Hence, reasons should be 

recorded in detail for deviation. 

 Accepting authority not to call for the files or interfere 

with TC. In case of disagreement of recommendation, 

TAA need not put up to next higher authority. 

  In case of any clarifications required, refer to TC, and 

not to any individual member or other than TC member 

with clear queries. 

 Each case is decided on its merit. One case should not 

be interlinked with other case. 

 Do not use phrases like “Please discuss” etc. 

 In case of dissent between TC members, TAA should 

record reasons in details for both accepting and not 

accepting recommendation of TC members. 

 TAA should not directly enter into reference with 

tenderers or entertain post tender correspondence 

without referring back the case with his observation for 

examination of TC. 

 

“Following Rules Every day, Keeps Fear of 

Vigilance Away” 
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CHECKING OF SALARY BIILS 

 

- Shri M.K. Jha, 

CVI(A) 

 

In terms of Railway board‟s letter No. 2018/AC-II/25/1 dated 

27.02.2018 (RBA No.14/2018) and letter No. 2018/AC-II/25/3 

dated 20.06.2018 (RBA No.67/2018) it has been noticed that 

the payments under staff salary bill has emerged as the new 

abode of irregularities. This year the subject of checking of 

memorandum of difference of salary bill has got a place in the 

thrust area of vigilance investigations notified by the Railway 

Board. The checks to be conducted with the Salary Bill should 

cover up the following four aspects:- 

 

(1) Format of the Bill, supported documents and 

Employees‟ Data. 

(2) Regular Earnings and various Recoveries 

(3) Leave Salary 

(4) TA, OT, Special Allowances, Arrears Claims and Other 

earnings and recoveries. 

 

The items of check under the above mentioned aspects of 

Salary Bill are described herein one by one- 

 

(1) Format of the Bill, supported documents and 

sanctioned Bill cadre is checked to see that- 

 

i) Bill is in prescribed format and signed by Drawing 

Officer. 

ii) Enclosures to the bill are received in full with the 

following: 

(a) Allocation abstract and  

(b) Vouchers for: 

 Railway Recoveries  and Other non-Railway 

Recoveries 

 PF Subscription  

 Co-operative Society (CTD and Loan) 

 Income tax Postal Life Insurance/R.D. 

 Advance and Interest Library fees 

 Rent and water charges  

 Association membership fees 
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 Electricity and geyser charges  

 Life Insurance premiums 

 Professional tax 

 Telephone charges 

 Memorandum of differences. 

 Cadre statements showing details of sanctioned 

cadre and men on roll. 

 Absentees‟ statement. 

 

iii) Arithmetical accuracy of bills has been checked. 

iv) Signature of Drawing and Disbursing Officer tallies with 

specimen signature available. 

v) Officers on roll and in pay sheet tally with the bill cadre. 

vi) Drawal of allowances and deductions are as per 

prescribed rates. 

vii) All the over-writings, erasures are attested. 

viii) Special Allowance is duly sanctioned. 

ix) Non employment certificate is received from employee 

placed under suspension and rate is sanctioned. 

x) Compulsory deductions like railway quarter rent, 

advances etc and optional recoveries from subsistence 

allowance as per declaration are affected each month. 

xi) Statement showing recoveries towards Stores and 

Debit and Station Debit are attached. 

xii) Statement showing the details of cost recoverable from 

siding owner or state govt. / local bodies towards staff 

posted on siding / level crossing. 

xiii) Certificate must be forthcoming for all adjustments 

required in respect of pay, allowances, deductions etc. 

on account of assumed attendance adopted for the 

immediately preceding wage period have been carried 

out in the bill based on the actual for the same period 

and no items have been left over unadjusted. 

xiv) In the case of employees whose name appears for the 

first time in the establishment bill but is not a case of 

first appointment, audited LPC is checked. 

xv) It is checked that the pay roll of each unit contain a 

statement showing sanctioned strength and the actual 

strength of the unit. 

xvi) A statement (MOD) showing the reasons of the 

variation between gross salary charged in the bill and 

the reasons for variations are explained is attached 
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with the bill. Variations in previous bills and current one 

are explained. 

xvii) Scale check register is posted from the salary bill to 

ascertain actual operation of posts as against 

sanctioned strength. 

xviii) In no case employee with same bio-data should appear 

in two bill units simultaneously, this should be checked 

through data discrepancy reports under IPAS. 

 

(2) Regular Earnings and Recoveries 

 

i) It is seen that the regular earnings i.e. Basic Pay, DA 

etc. are as per the pay scale and pay fixation of the 

employee. 

ii) In case of promotions / demotions / pay fixations / 

removal / dismissals /suspension / increment and any 

new claim, it is seen that the sanction of competent 

authority has been obtained. 

iii) The amount of all allowances like DA, HRA, etc. 

charged in the bill has been checked with reference to 

the rate prescribed from time to time. 

iv) Other Miscellaneous payments like Hard Area 

Allowance, washing allowance, Honorarium are paid 

only to eligible staff having fulfilled the condition for 

drawal of such allowance and sanction of competent 

authority is there for making such payments. 

v) Any additional payments to employees like special pay, 

personal pay, Educational assistance, travelling 

allowance reimbursement of school fees are also 

included after proper check and sanction by competent 

authority. 

vi) Income tax and Professional tax are deducted as per 

rate and slab. Recovery of GIS is as per appropriate 

grade and allotted rate has been made from all the 

employees. 

vii) Compulsory recoveries like PF, NPS etc are recovered 

and accounted through vouchers. While checking 

recoveries towards PF/VPF/NPS it is seen that PF A/C. 

No. or PRAN No. are allotted to all the employees 

covered under the bill and no recovery of PF/VPF/NPS is 

made without allotting the PF A/C. No. or PRAN 
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whichever is applicable. PF Nos. should not be repeated 

in any offices/units concerned. 

viii) Regular recovery towards rent, electric charges etc. 

have been made in respect of employees who have 

been allotted Railway Quarters and in such cases no 

HRA is drawn. 

ix) Recoveries towards various advances (HBA, Computer 

Advance, and Scooter Advance) from salary are regular 

as per no. of installments. Levy of Penal interest 

charged for non-compliance of terms and conditions 

stipulated to the advance. 

x) The disbursement statements or summary for 

deduction made for amounts payable to other parties 

like Institutes, Credit Society etc. has been checked 

with the grand total. 

xi) Recovery of Diet charges is as per statement attached 

with the bill. 

xii) Recovery of Stores debit and Station debit is passed on 

to the concerned accounting unit. 

 

(3) Leave Salary:- In case of leave, following aspects are to 

be checked :- 

 

i) Sanction to the leave, its extent and nature. 

ii) Admissibility and correctness of leave salary. 

iii) Report of the date of return to duty. 

iv) In case of employees who were on leave for more 

than 30 days, it is ensured that no transport 

allowance is paid to them. 

v) Employees who have gone on deputation, their FSC 

charges have been received and properly accounted 

for. 

vi) Expenditure is correctly classified in allocation 

statement. Proper recovery is made for assumed 

attendance. Leave availed is to the extent of 

sanction accorded and no overstayed period is left 

out. 

vii) Application of leave and its sanction is within extant 

rules. Allowances are related to duty period only 

and for leave of more than 30 days the same is 

disallowed 
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(4) TA, OT, Special Allowances, Arrears Claims and 

Other earnings and recoveries 

 

i) The signature of officer and controlling officer is 

available and the TA bill is in prescribed standard 

form. 

ii) All details of departure, arrival mentioned clearly 

and tallies with timetable. In case of late arrival of 

trains, necessary certificate from the station has 

been enclosed. 

iii) Pay drawn is mentioned in bill and the rate of DA is 

as per the prescribed rate admissible. 

iv) Total in bill claimed is correct with period of 

duty/tour. Condonation of delay by controlling 

officer, if TA is claimed late i.e. after 60 days of 

duty /tour performed. 

v) Contingent bill is not more than the DA rates 

admissible per day. 

vi) Consolidated TA is sanctioned by HOD of 

department. 

vii) Tour programme is approved 

viii) Training certificate is attached and where messing 

and boarding are provided20% TA is claimed. 

ix) In the case of attendance in a court as a witness, 

the TA bill is supported by certificate from the court. 

x) When OT vouchers are submitted, they are checked 

to see that the reasons for booking of staff to work 

overtime are satisfactory and have the sanction of 

Competent Authority. 

xi) The period for which OT has been charged is not 

more than the period for which approval was 

obtained. 

xii) The original entries in the OT vouchers have not 

been altered without attestation by competent 

authority. 

xiii) Any Arrear claim or special Allowance/Pay should 

have sanction of the competent authority and it 

must be vetted by associated accounts. 

xiv) Due drawn card duly verified by Accounts invariably 

attached when arrears is claimed / drawn. 
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In present time, the Salary Bill is being prepared in Pay 

module of IPAS software (IPAS – Integrated Payroll and 

Accounting System). For this purpose data for Salary Bill can 

be broadly divided into two types –(i) Employees‟ Permanent 

Data and (ii) Monthly Changeable Data.  

 

Employees‟ Permanent Data can further be divided into two 

categories- (i) Permanent data that requires no change once 

they are entered correctly in the system, like - employee‟s 

date of birth, Date of appointment, PRAN No., PF No., 

category, name, father‟s name, Aadhar No. PAN No. etc. and 

(ii) Data that requires change once a year or when needed like 

Bank Account No., Change in the rate of Basic pay due to 

increment, promotion etc. 

 

Monthly Changeable Data is related with changes made in a 

particular month due to change in status of an employee, TA, 

OT, Leave, Honorarium or any new recovery/payment. 

 

Since each employee is uniquely identified in the Pay Roll 

system, Hence while checking the salary bill in IPAS, the 

discrepancy reports of the concerned bill should be checked to 

see any duplicity of the permanent data of concerned 

employees available in the system. If any such duplicate 

record (e.g.- PAN No., PRAN No. or Aadhar No.) is found and 

there is no typographical error, it is a matter of concern and 

should be investigated in detail. 

 

Considering the Recent instances of fraud in Salary Bill at 

Northern Railway, study and compliance of Instructions of 

Railway Board in this regard is necessary to keep proper vigil 

on salaried payments. Some important Railway Board letters 

with their subject of instruction related with salary bills are 

following:-  

 

Sr. 

No 

Subject Current guidelines by Railway 

Board. 

1. Checking of Salary 

Bills 

Railway Board's letter no. 

2002/AC-II/25/3 dated 

15.11.2002 
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2. Clarification on 

CTG 

(i) RBE No. 203/2003 dated 

24.11.2003 and  

(ii) F(E)I/2017/AL-28/41 dated 

24.08.2017 (RBE No.103/2017) 

 

3. TA Rules and 

Austerity measures 

(i) Railway Board‟s letter No.2015-

B-235 dated 21/07/2017 

circulated under PCPO/SECR‟s 

Estt. Rule No.132/2017 

(ii) Railway Board letter 

No.FII/2017/AL-28/40 dated 

08.08.2017 (RBE No.84/2017) 

(iii) Railway Board letter 

No.FII/2017/AL-28/41 dated 

24.08.2017 (RBE No.103/2017) 

(iv) Railway Board letter 

No.FII/2017/AL-28/41 dated 

01.09.2017 (RBE No.117/2017) 

(v) Railway Board letter 

No.FII/2017/AL-28/41 dated 

25.09.2017 (RBE No.138/2017) 

(vi) Railway Board letter 

No.FII/2016/AL-28/25 dated 

22.12.2017 (RBE No. 201/2017) 

(vii) Railway Board letter No. 

FII/2018/AL-28/29 dated 

23.03.2018 (RBE No. 44/2018) 

4. Employee‟s 

Record- Aadhar 

Seeding. 

(i) Railway Board‟s letter 

No.2014/AC-II/21/13 dated 

01.11.2016 (RBA No. 81/2016) 

(ii) Railway Board‟s letter 

No.E(G)2016/FR 1-6 dated 

02.12.2016 (RBE No. 145/2016) 

5. Children Education 

Allowance Rules 

Railway Board‟s letter No. 

E(W)/2017/ED-2/3 dated 

13.08.2018 (RBE No. 114/2018) 

6. NPS Recovery/ 

NPS matters 

Railway Board‟s letter No. 

2004/AC-II/21/1 dated 

19/02/2004 (RBA no. 5/2004) 

followed by guidelines available at 
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Railway Board‟s site ie. 

http://indianrailways.gov.in/r

ailwayboard/ under tab About 

Indian Railway  Railway 

Board Directorates  

ACCOUNTS  Instructions on 

New Pension System (NPS). 

7. PAN seeding and 

Recovery of 

Income Tax  

Section 206AA of the Income Tax 

Act and the guidelines circulated 

by CBDTs Circular No. 01/2017 

dated 02/01/2017 

 

Besides the above, the extant rules and other guidelines of the 

Railway Board, and local check lists and directions issued by 

the home railways, must be scrupulously followed while 

dealing with salary bill related matters. Supervisors engaged 

with the preparation and internal check of salary bills must 

acquaint themselves with the latest rules and guidelines 

circulated by the Railway Board on Pay and Allowances and 

other issues pertaining to establishment bills. 
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„In my views‟  

„Importance of Vigilance in a Management‟  

 

- P.  Srinivas Rao 

VI(P) 

 

Vigilance is an integral part of the management. It 

provides important instruments for improving performance 

of an organization. This includes promoting clean business 

transactions, professionalism, productivity, promptness and 

ethical practices. It also assists in systemic improvements 

in curbing opportunities for corruption. Therefore, vigilance 

helps in improving efficiency and effectiveness of the 

personnel as well as the organization. There are four 

cardinal principles of vigilance i.e. Transparency, Fairness, 

Competitiveness, Accountability. The primary objective 

of vigilance is Prevention is better than cure and 

protect to honest and punish the corrupt. 

 

Vigilance is a tool of management. It is primarily a 

responsibility of the management. An organization has 

both external threats and internal dangers. The 

organization protects from external threats through 

creating security and posting manpower to guard against 

such threats. The role of vigilance is to protect the 

organization from internal dangers which are more serious 

than external threats. 

 

Vigilance in any organization is an integral function like any 

other function of management, such as finance, personnel, 

operation, marketing, material, and contracts etc. If the 

vigilance set up is effective in an organization, it will 

certainly ensure the functioning of the other segment like 

finance, personnel, operation, and marketing etc. in an 

efficient way.  It has therefore to be given a rightful place 

in the management. 

 

Vigilance is defined as watchfulness, alertness, and 

caution. The word vigilance tells managers to be on vigil, 

to be vigilant, to be alert, and to have vigilance of 

organization‟s image and reputation as well as to have 

vigilance of the organization‟s assets. Vigilance is an 
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essentially a management function aimed at ensuring 

above board and orderly conduct of affairs by the 

employees of the organization.  

 

Vigilance with well planned strategy to deal effectively with 

the cases of unfair practice is an integral part of 

administration. Vigilance is required to detect the 

irregularities before it is carried out, analyze and 

find out the reasons of such irregularities or to take 

effective measures to curb the same so that the 

irregularities are prevented and to take corrective 

action as per laid down procedure against the 

defaulter and award of punishment if the guilt is 

established. The effectiveness of vigilance to carry out 

these functions successfully and in a transparent and an 

impartial manner requires that it should have capacity and 

capability to assess the adverse impact on finances, 

property and image of the organization and capacity of 

taking appropriate action well in advance to avoid such 

threats and pilferages. 

 

The vigilance must work as a system and not as an organ 

of a system. Vigilance must be capable of and be equipped 

with trained manpower and expertise to collect advance 

intelligence information, identify the sources of such 

threats and subversive designs. The vigilance must 

formulate the policy to achieve these goals which should 

be simple, clear and transparent. 

 

An alert and effective management with serious concern 

for its clean image and better judicious utilization of funds 

and resources will rise to the occasion and take suitable, 

effective and result oriented measures to exercise due 

control to ensure the adoption of system and procedure to 

stop the misuse of position, power and funds. 

 

The main objective of vigilance function in any organization 

is to assist the management to achieve its goal by ensuring 

that all transactions are carried out as per systems and 

procedures while minimizing the scope of malpractices/ 

misconduct and misuse of funds. Whereas the objective of 

any commercial/industrial establishment is to achieve the 
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planned production target with optimum utilization of 

resources to ensure profitability, productivity and quality 

within laid down time and cost, being aware of its 

responsibility and accountability. Thus the role of vigilance 

department is complimentary and not contradictory to the 

organizational objectives as often made out. 
 

The importance of line manager‟s role as a vigilance 

executive cannot be underplayed who will continue to be 

the sole guardian of the maintenance of integrity and 

honesty in the organization. Any amount of vigilance 

cannot be effective and successful unless each and every 

executive of the organization involves himself and assumes 

the role of vigilance executive. 
 

Vigilance is basically and admittedly a managerial function 

and assist in maintaining integrity, purity and efficiency of 

the administration.  
 

By adopting the above functions of the vigilance the 

organization has faith following:- 
 

 Prevention is better than cure 

 Every executive as supervisor of his works is a vigilance 

officer 

 Vigilance objective is to help improve the working 

environment and working system both by preventive 

measures and by punitive measures 

 Once alertness / awareness come, scope of 

malpractices get automatically eliminated. 

 

However, a focused attention is required in those areas of the 

organization where, the employees have high discretionary 

powers, the rules and procedures are complex, the 

accountability is low, there is usually delay in decision making, 

there is existence of opportunities to negotiate exist, there is 

doubt on the integrity of the individual employees. Vigilance 

set up of the organization needs to identify such area of likely 

corruption and target their efforts for setting up clean 

governance systems through introduction of comprehensive 

checks and controls. 
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INTEGRITY: ESSENCE  OF EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SERVICE 

                  

-Manish Kumar Singh, CVI(T) 

 

“ You may drink the ocean dry: You may uproot from its base 

the mountain meru: You may swallow fire. But more difficult 

than all these, oh Good one! Is control over mind”  

      ( Yogi  Ramcharka)  

 
The above inspirational thought of Indian intellectual tradition is 

practical truth of human nature. Really, when we control over our 

mind against  deviation from moral value then integrity reflected 

in our thinking and working. Integrity means ensuring and 

sustaining public trust by serving the public interest. It reserves 

responsibility, for purpose and in the manner for which they were 

intended. It acts with honesty and transparency making reasoned 

decision without bias by following fair and objective processes. It 

is preventing and addressing improper conduct, disclosing facts 

without hiding or disturbing them. It not allow decision or other 

be influenced by personal or private interest.  In true words 

integrity is doing the right things when no one is watching. 

It is specific quality of human nature which reflected in his 

attitude. No matter how educated, talented, rich or cool you 

believe you are, how treat people ultimately tells all, integrity is 

everything. 

 

Apparently, integrity is the most valuable and respected quality of 

public servant. It is basic element of any organization related with 

public service. Integrity requires in public service is incorporate 

the values of honesty, sympathy, empathy compassion, fairness 

self control and duty. So that, a public servant will be able to 

upheld high personal and professional standard in all 

circumstances. Honesty requires “truthfulness”, freedom from 

deception and found fair and straight forward conduct.  Sympathy 

enables a person to be deeply affected and concerned about the 

well being of others to imagine their suffering   and be moved by 

their experience of others specially people who need assistance. 

No alteration of ethics, a representation of integrity, in public 

service. It is choosing our thoughts and action based on values 

rather than personal gain. 

 

Obviously, integrity is Public Service organization is an eminent 

tool for trust building and enhancing its reliability and credibility. 
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The citizen expects from public service organization to save the 

public interest with fairness and to manage public resources 

properly. Fair and reliable public services and predictable decision 

making inspire public trust and create a level playing filled for 

customer oriented business, thus contributing to well functioning 

markets and economic growth. The integrity, transparency and 

accountability of public administration are prerequisite to public 

trust as a keystone of good governance. If system fail to maintain 

transparent and accountable working environment due to failure 

of individual integrity, resultant it to decreasing public trust and 

giving poor reflection of organization in system. The entire 

process of development got aversely hampered due to organized 

corruption as result of failure of individual integrity in collectively 

way . Accordingly, publicized corruption leads social unrest among 

public. The failure of government due to multi-level and multi 

angle corrupt act of public servant, negatively affected the goal of 

inclusive and sustainable growth pattern also. The wide range 

partiality as result of decreasing moral value of organization leads 

to social unrest among our overall system. Thus, integrity is 

essence to success of organization by   demarcation of public 

trust and reliability. No doubt, as expression of integrity, honesty 

is the faster way to prevent a mistake from taking into a failure. 

The various mechanisms worked for combating corruption as 

Vigilance Organization, Anti Corruption Bureau, Central Bureau 

Organization, are become effective only on that public servant 

who has integrity. The corruption control mechanism is to work to 

activate ethics  of employee by giving a positive impression. 

However, the public servant without having moral value cannot be 

motivated through various modes of preventive corruption. 

Obviously, integrity is beyond vigilance and effectiveness of 

vigilance depending with respect to level of   individual integrity of 

public servants. 

 

Honesty is expression of integrity.  Of course, the greatest truth is 

honesty and greatest falsehood is dishonesty. The famous 

management leader Waren Buffet is truly says” Honesty is very 

expensive gift, do not expect it from cheap people.” In fact, 

honesty is choosing your thoughts and actions based on values 

rather than personal gain.  Its base is laying on obey the principle 

of truth.  The thinker Baltasar Gracian says” A single lie destroy 

a whole reputation of integrity.” It is inborn quality which 

developed through given sacrament. It derives from independent 

and fearful thinking with high spiritual value and expression of 

divinity in human. It is experiment with truth and understanding 
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the value of human being. When we become responsible towards 

human value and dedicated towards betterment of nation and 

society, then our integrity reflected in terms of self motivation. It 

gives us perfection and respect for ever. It is reflection of our 

mental consciousness towards positivity. Obviously, honesty is 

the first chapter in the book of wisdom.  

 

As being a larger departmental undertaking and diversified public 

service provider, Indian Railways has understood the value of 

integrity in system. Apparently, “Mission Satyanistha”  is an 

honest effort to combating corruption by upgrading integrity level 

in system. Through training and motivation, ethical value has 

been increased. The issue of ethics, probity and integrity in public 

service is matter of serious concern of system. So efforts to abide 

Railways employee with impeccable conduct and sound integrity is 

demand of time and situation. The event is aimed to maintain the  

respect of standard of work and comply with good ethics. Under 

challenge of growing reputation with quality of services and 

national development, appreciable level of individual integrity 

accordingly organizational ethics in Indian Railways is mandatory. 

 

Really, integrity is a unique and appreciating quality of individual, 

which leads to organizational ethics accordingly ensuring 

accountability towards our duty of public service. The individual 

and collective values shape our ethical assets. There is no 

category in balance sheet to define ethical assets, yet they are 

critical to the performance and well being of public service 

organization. Our ethical assets are the freedom to our conscious 

and choices to conduct spiritual transaction with our customer, 

co-workers, vendors and other associated. An honest employee 

with sound integrity is the most valuable resource for the 

organization. No alternative can be created against appreciating 

level of organizational ethics which developed through individual 

integrity.  The famous English novelist and thinker William 

Shakespeare truly said-“ No legacy is so rich as honesty”  

  

 “ An honest man is the noblest work of God”  

     ( Alexander Pope)  
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सतर्व ता है? 

   सजगिा, िििव्म-तनििहन, तनमभािरी ऩारन, 
 सह प्रणारीगि सधुाय िा, 
साधन सह उदाहयण है, 

सििि िा. 
सत्म िी प्रखयिा ही नहीॊ, 

उजारे िे उत्िर्ि ि, 
अॉधेये िी हाय िा उऩचाय है, 

सििि िा . 
जीिन भलू्मों िी सच्चाई िा, 
तनबीि-तनयॊिय आिाज िा, 

 अभोर गणुगान है, 
 सििि िा. 

तनमभों िी िसौटी ऩय, 
स्ऩष्ट ऩऺ यखने िा, 
 सहज यास्िा  है, 

सििि िा. 
फहुआमाभी सॊस्िृति भें, 

येरिे िॊत्र िी विविधिा भें, 
सच्चे ऻान िा भॊच है, 

सििि िा. 
दऩिण िलु्म छवि से , 

सत्म ऩथ िा याह प्रज्जज्जिलरि ियने िा, 
देदीप्ि खेिनहाय है, 

 सििि िा. 
ओभ प्रिाश लसॊह 

भ.ुस. तन.(मािा.),द.ऩ.ूभ.ये. 
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यूूं ही ज ूंदगी र्ी र्शमर्श में.......... ! 
 

मूॊ ही जजॊदगी िी िशभिश भें, 
आज िे दौय िा शख्स़ अऩने िज़ूद से अरग 
एि अजनफी भुसाकिय िी ियह खदु से अन्जान-सा है 
एि गुभनाभ शजख्ससमि िे ऩहचान से अरग  
रूह भें जजन्दा अऩने अक्स से हैयान-सा है  
जजॊदगी िे फेहहसाफ हसयिों िो अऩने साॉसों िी डोय से फाॊधे 
हय शख्स़ दय-फ-दय हय एि रम्हा फेचनै-सा है 
फेनाभ भॊजजरों िी ियप जाने िारे 
अॊजान यास्िों िे याही िी ियह 
ख़दु िे जभीॊ से अरगअऩने ख़्िाफों िा  
एि आलशमाना सॊिायने भें ऩयेशान-सा है !! 

 
मूॊ ही जजॊदगी िी िशभिश भें, 

दौरि िी तिजोयी बयने औय असीभ शोहयि िी चाहि भें  

फेइॊिहा ख्सिाहहशों िे फोझ िरे अऩने  

अऩने खलुशमों िा फगीचा भुयझाने से िह फेजान-सा है  

भ्रष्ट इयादों औय पयेफ तनगाहों िे ऩनाह भें ऩरने से 
फनािटी चहेयों िे इस फाज़ाय भें गुनाहों िा सौदागय फना  

खदु िे ईभान से अरग िह फेईभान-सा है  
िक्ि िे विसाि ऩय िारचक्र िे घूभिे ऩहहमे िे  

साभने अऩने  उम्र िी भुठ्ठी से कपसरिे  

हय रम्हे िो सॊजोने भें िह नादान-सा है !! 
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मूॊ ही जजॊदगी िी िशभिश भें, 
हय एि ऩर फनिे-बफगडिे आज िे हाराि भें  

टूटि-ेबफखयिे रयश्िों िे िाने-फाने िो सुरझाने भें  

औय अऩने ख़ाभोश ददि िो छुऩािय िय इस दौय िा इॊसान 

खदु िे जज़्फाि िो फमाॉ ियने भें फेजुफान-सा है  

हय योज़ अऩने जीने िे हौसरों िो  

इस दतुनमाॉ िी फेयहभ बीड भें िुचरिे देखिय  

ऐसा रगिा है भानो हय शख्स़ 
जजन्दगी िी ज़द्दोजहद िे पाॉस भें उरझिय  
भौि िे चौखट ऩय खडा एि भेहभान-सा है !! 
 

सुनीर िुभाय लभश्रा 
िामि अध्ममन तनयीऺि                                               
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CORRUPTION 

 
Corruption! Corruption! Corruption! 

Goes on without any hesitation. 

 
White collars over the apparel, 

Dealings under the table. 
 

Who will stop? Who will rise? 
Are we ever going to be so wise? 

 

Why have we made it a part of our chores? 
Why can‟t we stand against with a united force? 

 
We shout “Corruption is the biggest glitch”, 
But always carry „sweets‟ without a hitch. 

 
And this has become the way we live, 

To adjust, without complaining, the „gifts‟ we give. 
 

We equally feed this evil, 

When we bend down to the devil, 
 

If we all really care, 
Let‟s take a pledge to don‟t even dare. 

 

Neither shall we participate nor shall we contribute, 
To the country, it will be the greatest tribute. 

 

     Pradeep Kumar Mishra, 

CVI(P)/SECR 
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IMPORTANT LETTERS/CIRCULARS 

 

 

 
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

RAILWAY BOARD 
 
No. 2018/Trans.Cell/S&T/NIT Period  New Delhi, dated 26.07.2018 
 
Sub: Tender Notice Period – Works Contracts. 
Ref: (1)Railway Board letter no. 2017/CE-I/CT/10-Procurement Cycle dated 

23.10.2017 
       (2) ECR‟s letter No. ECR/ADM/MSOP Modification/Note „10‟ Para 05/Part‟A‟/ 

Works Matter dated 21.06.2018. 
    ........... 
With reference to ECR‟s letter under reference (2) above and in supression of 
Board‟s letter at (1) above, Board (ME, FC & CRB) have approved the following: 
 
1. The changes in existing para 1218 of Engineering Code as : 

1238. Tender Notice: Sufficient notice should be given for the submission of 
tenders, which in the case of large works should not be less than 21 days.  

The above prescribed tender notice period may be reduced from 21 days in 
the exceptional circumstances in consultation with the Principal Financial 
Adviser. 

 However 
(i) For tenders valued upto and incliding Rs. 2 Crore inviated 

through e-tendering, the tender notice period can be reduced 
upto 14 days in consultation with associate finance.  

2. For works in remote locations or for specialized nature or amount higher than 
Rs. 50 crore, adequate tender notice period (not less than 21 days) should be 
given for preparation to the potential bidders in order to ensure competitive 
and well informed bidding. 

3. The tender validity period shall be kept three times the tender notice period.  
However, the tender validity period in case of self certification of credentials 
will continue as per Railway Board‟s letter No. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dated 
08.02.2018. 

4. The minimum tender notice period shall be reckoned from the date of tender is 
published on the e-tendering website.  The publication in newspaper will 
continue as per the present practice and the effective daate of tender notice 
will be the date of uploading on e-tendering website. 
 

This issued with the concurrence of Associate Finance of Transformation Cell of 
Railway Board. 
 

Sd/- 
(Umesh Balonda) 

Executive Director/S&T 
Transformation Cell 
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CENTRAL VIGILANCE COMMISSION 
 

No. 99/VGL/087-389176 

Dated : 31st July 2018 

 

Circular No. 08/07/2018 

 
Sub:- Simultaneous action of prosecution and 

initiation of departmental proceedings – 
guidelines thereof. 

 

 As per judgements of the Hon‟ble Supreme Court and 
guidelines of Department of Personnel & Training issued thereon, it 
has been reaffirmed that there is no bar in conducting simultaneous 

criminal and departmental proceedings.  Attention is invoted to the 
Department of Personnel & Training OM No. 11012/6/2007-Estt.(A-
III) dated 1st August, 2007 and 21st July 2016 in this regard. 
 
1. The Commission while examining the disciplinary cases referred 

to it for advice has noticed that in cases where simultaneous 

action of prosecution and initiation of departmental proceedings 

are advised, the departmental proceedings are unduly delayed in 
Departments/Organisations by keeping them in abeyance on the 
ground that the matter is under tial in the Court.  Such an 
approach in finalizing disciplinary matters in a matter of serious 
concern and is also not a correct approach. 
 

2. The Disciplinary Authority has been vested with the powers to 
carry out its statutory duty/obligations by initiation of appropriate 
departmental actions.  This is as much to ensure that a 

delinquent public servant does not get undue benefit either by the 
long pendency or court proceedings or by the higher standard of 
proof required as it is to protect innocent public servant from 
vexatious proceedings.  It is not open to the Disciplinary 

Authorities to await the outcome or decision of 
investigating/prosecuting agency or the Court trial. 
 

3. The Commission would like to clarify that Disciplinary Authorities 
are vested with responsibility to ensure that employees under 
their control against whom criminal trial is pending aare 

proceeded against forthwith for simultaneous departmental 
proceedings.  Further, a view as to whether simultaneous 
disciplinary proceedings are to be initiated need to be invariably 
taken by the Competent Authorities at the time of considering the 
request for grant of sanction of prosecution itself.  However, the 
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Disciplinary Authority may withhold departmental proceedings 
only in exceptional cases wherein the charge in the criminal trial 

is of grave nature which involves questions of fact and law.  In 
other words, in complex matters where in case is not possible to 

delineate the misconduct for the purpose of RDA. If the charge in 
the criminal case is of a grave nature which involves complicated 
questions of law and fact it would be desirable to stay the 
departmental proceedings till the conclusion of the criminal case.  
Further, even if stayed at one stage, the decision may require 
reconsideration, if the criminal case gets unduly delayed.  It may 
be noteworthy to mention that the Hon‟ble Supreme Court in 

State of Rajasthan vs. B.K. Meena & ors (1996) 6 SCC 417 

exphasised the need for initiating departmental proceedings and 
stated as below : 

 
“it must be remembered that interests of administrative 
demand that the undesirable elements are thrown out and 

any charge of misdemeanor is enquired into promptly.  The 
disciplinary proceedings are meant not really to punish the 
guilty but to keep the administrative machinery unsullied by 
getting rid of bad elements.  The interest of the delinquent 
officer also lies in a prompt conclusion of the disciplinary 

proceedings if he is not guilty of the charges, his honour 
should be vindicated at the earliest possible moment and if he 

is guilty, he should be dealt with promptly according to law.  
It is not also in the interest of administration that persons 
accured of serious misdemeanor should be continued in office 
indefinitely, i.e. for long periods awaiting he result of criminal 
proceedings”. 

 
4. The Commission would, therefore, advise all concerned 

Administrative Authorities that in cases where it is appropriate to 

initiate disciplinary proceedings along with criminal prosecution, 
the disciplinary proceedings must be initiated simultaneously. 
 

5. All Ministries/Departments/Organisations may apprise the above 
guidelines to the concerned officers for compliance in cses of 

simultaneous proceedings. 
 

Sd/- 
(M.A. Khan) 

Officer on Special Duty 
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CENTRAL VIGILANCE COMMISSION 
 

No. 000/VGL/18-388880 

Dated : 28.07.2018 
Circular No. 07/07/18 

 
Sub:- Adherence to time limits in processing of disciplinary cases – reg. 
Ref:- (i)   Commission‟s letter No. 000/VGL/18 dtd. 23.5.2000. 
        (ii)  Commission‟s Office Order No.51/08/2004 dtd. 10.3.04 
       (iii)   Commission‟s Circular No.02/01/2016 dtd. 18.1.2016 
    ...... 
 

 The Commission has been emphasizing from time to time on the need for 
expeditious completion of disciplinary proceedings.  The model time limit for 
investigation of complaints and for different processes of disciplinary proceedings 
have been laid down in Commission‟s letter of even number dated 23rd May 2000. 
 

2. The Commission would like to invite the attention of the Administrative 
Authorities/Disciplinary Authorities to the undue delays in finalizing vigilance cases 
especially the conduct of disciplinary proceedings despite having a built in time line 
for every activity.  Further, such unexplained delays lead to Central Administrative 
Tribunals and dthe High Courts quashing the charge sheeet(s) on the sole ground 
that the concerned Disciplinary Authorities had issued charge sheets to the 
delinquents aafter very long periods of commission of alleged misconduct etc. and 
also for unexplained delays in conducting disciplinary inquiries. 
 

3. Timely completion and finalisation of disciplinary proceedings is the prime 
responsibility of the Disciplinary Authority/Administrative Authorities concerned in 
all Departments/Organisations.  More so, such long delays in finalising disciplinary 
maatters are not only unjust to officials who may be fibnally exonerated, but helps 
the guilty to evade punitive action.  The commission had earlier vide its circular no. 
02/01/2016 daated 18.01.2016 emphasized on the various steps needed to be 
taken by all concerbned obviating delays at different stages of the proceess right 
from investigation to fibnalisation of disciplinary proceedings by way of egular 
monitoring of these cases/matters. 
 

4. The Commission while reiterating the above said instructions would 
impress upon all concerned that the time limits prescribed by the 
Commission/DoPT for processing disciplinary cases at various stages may be 
strictly adhered to.  All disciplinary authorities, in each Ministry/ 
Department/Organisation need to regularly monitor the progress of individual 
disciplinary cases and taken necessary steops as deemed appropriate to ensure 
that the disciplinary proceedings are completed within prescribed time limit and are 
not unduly delayed. 
 

5. All CVOs are also therefore advised to apprise the concerned officers 
regarding the above guidelines for compliance in monitoring progress/handing 
disciplinary proceedings. 
 

   
Sd/- 

(M.A. Khan) 
Officer on Special Duty 
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

RAILWAY BOARD 

 

No.2017/Trans/01/Policy New Delhi, dated: 08-02-2018 

 

 Sub:   Process Reforms – Works Contracts. 

 Ref:    Railway Board‟s letter no Trans 01/Policy  

  dated 17.11.2017 

 

 In order to expedite decision making and execution of 

works, following changes have been approved by the Board (ME, 

FC & CRB). 

 

1.0 Handling Vitiation during Variation in Contract 

Quantities 

 

In partial modification of existing instructions, it has been decided 

that as a result of variations, a contract shall be considered 

“vitiated” only when, the following percentage variation in 

contract value between tenderers are noticed to have been 

exceeded. 

SN Value of Contract Percentage difference between 

present Contractor and new L-1 

as a result of variation. 

(Percentage shall be calculated 

with base as the revised contract 

quantities multiplied by the rates 

of the present contractor) 

1 Small value contracts 

(Tender Value less than 

Rs 50 lakh) 

10 

2 Other than small value 

contracts (Tender Value 

equal to or more than 

Rs 50 lakh) 

5 

 

1.1 When the percentage difference between present 

Contractor and new L-1 is noticed as becoming beyond the values 

specified above, the following action shall be taken. 

 

The Railway administration should immediately examine whether 

it is practicable to bring in a new agency to carry out the extra 

quantity of work keeping in view the progress of the work in 
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accordance with the original contract and the nature and lay-out 

of the work. If it is found that there will be no serious practical 

difficulty in meeting the additional quantity of work done by 

another agency, then fresh tenders for the extra quantity may be 

invited otherwise negotiating the rate with the existing 

contractor for arriving at a reasonable rate for the additional 

quantities of work, may be adopted. 

 

1.2 The above shall be regulated as under: 

 

a) The case shall be decided by the tender accepting authority 

(competent for the revised quantity) and shall not be treated 

as a case of single tender. The provisions of Railway Board 

letter no 2007/CE.I/CT/18/Pt.XII dated 31.12.2010 hereby 

gets superseded. 

b) These instructions will be similarly applicable to earning 

contracts with H-1, H-2 substituted for L-1, L-2 and so on. 

c) Executives while executing the work shall make all efforts to 

ensure that no vitiation takes place in normal circumstances. 

Vitiation should be an exception rather than a routine affair. 

Efforts should be made to invite bids on the basis of 

percentage above/below/at par. 

d) Vitiation should always be computed with respect to the 

items, rates, quantities and conditions as available at the time 

of Tender Opening and subsequent changes/additions by way 

of new items will not be counted for computing Vitiation. 

 

2.0 Dispense with Vetting of Brief Notes & size of TC 

Recommendation 

 

2.1 It has been decided that all system generated statements 

from IREPS website, post tender-opening are directly seen by the 

Tender Committee and vetting of the comparative statement and 

vetting of brief note is not required for Tender Committee 

proceedings. 

2.2 The Tender Committee proceedings are made brief and 

crisp. 

 

3.0 System of Verification of Tenderer‟s credentials: 

 

3.1 For the works tenders, it has been decided to adopt the 

affidavit-based system of credential verification. The tenderer 

shall submit along with the tender document, documents in 

support of his/her claim to fulfil the eligibility criteria as 
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mentioned in the tender document. Each page of the copy of 

documents/certificates in support of credentials, submitted by the 

tenderer, shall be self-attested/digitally signed by the tenderer or 

authorized representative of the tendering firm. Self-attestation 

shall include signature, stamp and date (on each page). Only 

those documents which are declared explicitly by the tenderer as 

“documents supporting the claim of qualifying the laid down 

eligibility criteria”, will be considered for evaluating his/her 

tender. The system shall be applicable once it is made operational 

in IREPS. This system is already being followed by some of 

Railway PSUs. 

 

3.2 In all works tender documents, following para may 

be added in the section describing the qualification 

and eligibility criteria. 

 

 “The tenderers shall submit a notarized affidavit on a non-judicial 

stamp paper stating that they are not liable to be disqualified and 

all their statements/documents submitted along with bid are true 

and factual. Standard format of the affidavit to be submitted by 

the bidder is enclosed as annexure-A. Non submission of an 

affidavit by the bidder shall result in summary rejection of 

his/their bid. And it shall be mandatorily incumbent upon the 

tenderer to identify, state and submit the supporting documents 

duly self attested by which they/he is qualifying the Qualifying 

Criteria mentioned in the Tender Document. It will not be 

obligatory on the part of Tender Committee to scrutinize beyond 

the submitted document of tenderer as far as his qualification for 

the tender is concerned.” 

 

With the submission of the affidavit as mentioned above, the 

practice of verification of tenderer‟s documents by the Railways 

may be dispensed with. Following clause may also be added to 

the Instructions to Bidders. 

 

a) The Railway reserves that right to verify all statements, 

information and documents submitted by the bidder in his 

tender offer, and the bidder shall, when so required by the 

Railway, make available all such information, evidence and 

documents as may be necessary for such verification. Any 

such verification or lack of such verification, by the railway 

shall not relieve the bidder of its obligations or liabilities 

hereunder nor will it affect any rights of the railway there 

under. 
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b) In case of any wrong information submitted by tenderer, 

the contract shall be terminated, Earnest Money Deposit 

(EMD), Performance Guarantee (PG) and Security Deposit 

(SD) of contract forfeited and agency barred for doing 

business on entire Indian Railways for 5 (five) years. 

c) With such a system of self-certification of credentials, 

tender finalization should also be speeded up. It has 

accordingly been decided that the tender validity period 

should be reduced to 45 days for single packet and 60 

days for two packet system of tendering (in place of the 

present limits of 90 days and 120 days) for tenders having 

affidavit based system of credential verification. 

 

4.0 Tender invitation at short notice period 

 

In continuation of existing instructions, for tenders called with 

short notice period of 21 days, tender validity period would be 30 

days and for tenders called with 14 days notice period, the tender 

validity would be 20 days only. This would in fact justify the 

urgency of work. 

 

5.0 Calling tenders pending sanction of detailed 

estimates 

 

In cases of urgency, open tenders may be called, before sanction 

of detailed estimates, with the approval DRM/PHOD/CHODs. 

However, the letter of acceptance shall be issued only after the 

sanction of detailed estimate. 

 

6.0 Multiple L-1 

 

In case of more than one L-1 bidders, tender may be awarded to 

tenderer having higher Bid Capacity. In case Bid Capacity is also 

the same, tenderer having done more value of similar work in 

lalst three previous financial years and the current financial year 

upto the date of opening of the tender, may be selected for the 

award. Instructions with respect to Bid Capacity will follow. 

 

7.0 Discharge of tenders 

 

Before discharging a tender due to higher rates etc, the TC and 

TAA may examine the possibility of a cartel formation, getting 

lower rates as a result of retendering, loss of transparency in re-

invited tender, the opportunity cost for delay in the execution of 
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the work and the cost of retendering. Each zonal Railway may 

workout a model cost estimate for the process of tendering which 

may be kept in view by the TC and TAA while examining the 

tender. 

 

8.0 Price Variation Clause (PVC) 

 

Price variation Clause (PVC) in Works Contract is dealt with in 

accordance with provisions of item 46A of GCC-July 2014. In 

order to simplify and enhance the pace of the works, it has been 

decided to remove the PVC clause in all works contract tenders 

having value less than Rs 5 Crore. 

 

9.0 Project Management Consultancy (PMC) 

 

In partial modification to Railway Board‟s letter no 

2007/CE./CT/18 dated 05.07.2010, and 14.09.2017, it has been 

decided to extend the scope of PMC services for all works 

contracts costing more than Rs 10 Crore in open line, 

Construction and RE organization while ensuring the following: 

 

a) Personal approval of DRM/PHOD/CHOD would be required 

on case to case basis. 

b) The proposal to engage PMC services for any 

project/contract shall be governed as per instructions 

contained in Railway Boards letters mentioned above (and 

amended from time to time). These instructions will also 

be applicable for all the works approved for PMC by 

DRM/PHOD/CHOD. 

c) The word Deputy CE or its equivalent mentioned in the 

instructions above shall mean Equivalent Branch Officer of 

the Division/Railway Electrification (RE). 

d) The expenditure incurred on PMCs should be within the 

D&G charges as per extant instructions. 

 

10.0 Contractor‟s Measurements 

 

In partial modification to Railway Board‟s letter no 2016/CE-

I/CT/14 Measurement/1 dated 21.09.2017, and 2016/CE-I/CT/14 

Measurement/3 dated 21.09.2017, it has now been decided to 

extend the scope of Contractors Measurement for all works 

costing more than Rs 5 Crore in Divisions, Construction and RE 

organization, subject to following condition. 
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a) Approval of DRM/PHOD/CHOD, without finance 

concurrence. 

b) The proposal to have works measurements by Contractors 

for any project/contract shall be governed in accordance 

with the instructions contained in Railway Board‟s letters 

mentioned above (amended from time to time). Such 

instructions are applicable for all the works approved for 

Contractors Measurement by DRM/PHOD/CHOD. 

c) The word Deputy CE or its equivalent mentioned in the 

instructions above shall mean equivalent Branch Officer of 

the division/RE organization. XEN/AXEN shall mean their 

equivalent counterparts in Division/RE organization. 

 

11.0 Deposit Works 

 

These works are defined in accordance with para 1843 of IR Code 

of Engineering Department. The method of execution is also 

defined therein. The limit of variation by 20% due to reasons 

other than escalation etc may not be applicable for Deposit 

Works. Sanction, execution and variations in these works shall be 

made by the Railway administration in consultation with the 

sponsoring authority bearing the cost of the deposit works, within 

the broad guidelines provided in IR Code of Engineering 

Department and Model SOP-October 2017. Revised detailed 

estimate should however be within the powers of the sanctioning 

authority. 

 

12.0 This issues with the concurrence of Associate Finance of 

Transformation Cell Railway Board. 

 

 Kindly acknowledge the  receipt and ensure compliance. 

 

 

Sd/- 

(T.K.Pandey) 

Executive Director, Transformation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

                        giving a blind eye to  corruption 

 

           

 

     

                         for persons involved in unethical activities

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

                 

                                                

                         and report to appropriate authorities 

 

 

                             
       Only you can help us 

to curb the 

Evil of corruption, 

Step ahead to expose 

The corrupt people 

  



 

 

Shri S.S. Soin, GM/SECR administering the pledge  

to the Officers and staff during Vigilance Awareness 

Week, 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

Release of Vigilance Bulletin, 2017 by the General 

Manager, SEC Railway during the seminar on 31.10.2017 



 

 

 

Officers participating in seminar on  

“My Vision – Corruption Free India.”   
 

School students participating in Essay Competition  



 

 

vLohdj.k 

;g cqdysV ekrz lkadsfrd gS] vius vki eas lqfoLr`r ughaA ;g lacaf/kr 

fo"k; ij fdlh Hkh izdkj ls fdlh fu;e] izfdz;k rFkk orZeku vuqns'kkas 

@ ekxZn'khZ fla}krkas dks izfrLFkkfir ugh djrkA bl cqdysV eas 

mYysf[kr izko/kku fdlh Hkh izdkj ls fdlh Hkh jsyos dksM ,oa ifjirzkas 

dk ftudk bleas gokyk fn;k x;k gS dk vf/kØe.k ugh djrk ,oa 

ekeyksa dks lgh lanHkZ eas le>us  ds fy, bUgas vU; laxr iWkfylh @ 

ldZqyj ds lek;kstu ds lkFk i<+k tkuk pkfg,A bl cqdysV dks 

fdlh Hkh U;k;ky; eas izLrqr ugh fd;k tkuk pkfg, ,oa gka dgha 

vko’;d gks rks lacaf/kr fo"k; ls laca} ewy vkns’k dks gh izLrqr fd;k 

tkuk pkfg,A 

DISCLAIMER 

THE BOOKLET IS ONLY INDICATIVE AND IS BY NO MEANS 

EXHAUSTIVE.  NOR IT IS INTENDED TO BE A SUBSTITUTE 

FOR RULES, PROCEDURES AND EXISTING INSTRUCTIONS/ 

GUIDELINES ON THE SUBJECT.  THE PROVISIONS HEREIN 

DO NOT IN ANY WAY SUPERSEDE THE RULES CONTAINED 

IN ANY OF THE RAILWAY CODES AND THE CIRCULARS 

REFERRED TO HEREIN SHOULD BE READ BOTH 

INDIVIDUALLY AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER 

RELEVANT POLICY CIRCULARS FOR PROPER 

APPRECIATION OF THE ISSUES INVOLVED.  THIS BOOKLET 

ALSO SHOULD NOT BE PRODUCED IN ANY COURT OF LAW 

AND WHEREVER NECESSARY, REFERENCE SHOULD ALWAYS 

BE MADE TO THE ORIGINAL ORDERS ON THE SUBJECT.   

 

           



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SARDAR VALLABH BHAI PATEL 

31.10.1875 – 15.12.1950 
 
 

Little pools of water tend to become 
stagnant and useless, but if they are 
joined together to form a big lake the 

atmosphere is cooled and there is 
universal benefit. 

  
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

LoPNrk Lora+=rk ls vf/kd egRoiw.kZ gSA 

 

&egkRek xka/kh& 


